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Abstract: We examine language standardization in a multinational enterprise in the context of 
international knowledge transfer treated as an act of communication. Based on psychological 
theories of emotions and a qualitative study of a Chinese owned company with English as a 
working language, we find that both native and non-native English-speakers experience anxiety 
in intercultural communication. This triggers emotions that are culturally predisposed affecting 
communication behavior. We provide a framework within which intercultural business 
communication takes place and demonstrate the intermediating role that emotions play when 
language is standardized. 
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1. Introduction 
Multinational enterprises (MNEs) face communication difficulties because they span 
language groups. One solution to this is to introduce a common working language across the 
enterprise. Crudely, this could be viewed as a means of reducing transaction costs including 
the specific case of international technology transfer. However, this approach presents 
problems, both in practice and in theory, because it ignores the human response to enforced 
standardization of language including the participants¶ emotions. This paper examines 
emotions in intercultural business communication resulting from language standardization, as 
a natural experiment. We make instrumental use of international knowledge transfer to discover 
the emotional impact on individuals. Our novel research design utilizes a single case of a 
multinational headquartered in China with subsidiaries in the USA, Europe and Australia. 
Based on appraisal theory (Ellsworth & Scherer, 2003) we propose that human beings generate 
emotions according to cultural predisposition in response to personal concerns arising within 
intercultural communication. The central idea of appraisal theory is that emotion occurs when 
individuals appraise features of an event in relation to personal concerns (Ellsworth & Scherer, 
2003). The core appraisal pattern that constitutes emotion is universal, but the appraised 
meaning attached to an event varies culturally. Appraisal theory enables us to assess the impact 
of language standardization on emotional reactions that then affect the outcome of the 
communication process.  
We theorize that the emotional impact from the intercultural communication process 
may be positive or negative. By pointing to the importance of context surrounding the 
individual, and his or her cultural predisposition, we offer a potential route to resolving a 
conflict within the literature. The literature suggests positive outcomes from language 
standardization, including cost reduction of codifying and transferring knowledge (Buckley et 
al., 2005; Peltokorpi & Yamao, 2017), creating a common dominant logic for employees to 
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enhance collective goals achievement (Verbeke, 2010; Yamao & Sekiguchi, 2015), and 
fostering a sense of belonging to ³one global family´ (Piekkari et al., 2005; Neeley & Dumas, 
2016). The negative findings are exclusion from knowledge exchange and relationship building 
of less fluent staff (Goodall & Roberts, 2003), sWDWXVJDLQDQG³ODQJXDJHJDWHNHHSLQJ´E\PRUH
fluent staff (Zander et al., 2011), misinterpretation of meanings of the message (Brannen, 2004), 
perceptions of in-group and out-group status based on language proficiency (Peltokorpi & 
Yamao, 2017) leading to ³shadow structures´ (Marschan-Piekkari et al., 1999). These 
conflicting findings in the received literature suggest that the problem has not been adequately 
investigated.  
 Contrary to the previous literature, we focus on both the native and non-native English 
speakers and their emotions generated in the process of intercultural communication. From the 
point of view of a native speaker, emotions are generated when a non-native speaker fails to 
communicate effecWLYHO\LQWKHQDWLYHVSHDNHU¶VRZQODQJXDJH. From the point of view of the 
non-native speaker emotions arise from the frustration in a lack of command of the lingua 
franca of the company. The nature of emotions generated are different on both sides and are 
contingent on the choice of language and would be different were a different language to be 
chosen.  
The core thesis of this paper is that successful intercultural communication cannot be 
achieved unless the emotional impact of key factors surrounding that communication are 
considered. The context surrounding interpersonal communication includes the language of 
transmission.  Standardizing language (e.g. on English) in a firm or other institution elicits 
emotional responses. These emotional responses can be analyzed as playing an intermediating 
role (by which we mean that this could also have a negative effect, as in interference) between 
the act of standardizing language and its results ± on achieving organizational goals, reducing 
costs and building communities.  These emotional responses are partly culturally conditioned 
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(through cultural predisposition and as a response to the specific behavior in the other culture). 
Both the relationship between cultural background and language change and that between 
language change and emotional response are neglected factors in the process of intercultural 
communication.  
Our research is based on a qualitative study of international knowledge transfer in a 
large I.T. service company headquartered in China, which designated English as its official 
working language for global team members. Based on qualitative data from 60 in-depth 
interviews, a 9-month long period of participant observation fieldwork and various company 
documents, we find that both native and non-native English-speaking MNE staff experience 
feelings of anxiety when using English as the lingua franca. As they attempt to cope with 
language asymmetry, felt anxiety develops into a cultural predisposition towards specific 
emotions depending on their cultural background as well as the emotional response to the 
specific behavior in the other culture. Language-induced emotions change the individual 
intercultural communication practice in ways that are consistent with the appraisal theory of 
the trigger emotions.  
This paper advances the theoretical conceptualization and understanding of 
intercultural communication by examining the emotional processes of individuals¶ reactions 
towards language standardization in knowledge transfer in a multinational enterprise (MNE). 
:HGHILQHHPRWLRQDV³DPHQWDOVWDWHRIDFWLRQUHDGLQHVVWKDWDULVHVIURPFRJQLWLYHDSSUDLVDO
of events or thoughts; has a phenomenological tone; is accompanied by physiological processes; 
DQGLVRIWHQH[SUHVVHGSK\VLFDOO\´(Bagozzi et al., 1999, p. 184). Knowledge transfer is defined 
as ³the process through which one unit is affected by the experience of another´ (Argote & 
Ingram, 2000, p. 151). The competitive advantage of a MNE derives primarily from its ability 
to transfer knowledge across its geographically dispersed units (Kogut & Zander, 1993, and 
1996). Given that much knowledge in MNEs is closely embedded in its sociocultural 
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environments (Hong & Nguyen, 2009), the transfer of knowledge requires the use of language 
to communicate and generate its meaning in distinct ³knowledge contexts´ (Brannen & Doz, 
2010, p. 242). In response, an increasing number of MNEs have adopted English as common 
corporate language regardless of the location of their headquarters (Harzing & Pudelko, 2014). 
However, MNE knowledge transfer often involves organizational members with varying levels 
of common language proficiency, with the most prominent gap being between native English 
speakers and non-native English speakers (Henderson, 2005).  
Research shows that the disparity of corporate language skills can cause breakdown in 
meaning co-construction, generating a range of emotional challenges that affect both the 
function and relational dimension of intercultural collaboration (Aichhorn & Puck, 2017). 
Moreover, through its relationship with ³social identity´, ³trust´ and ³power contest´, language 
standardization is found to exacerbate fault lines between native and non-native English 
speakers (Neeley et al., 2012), acting as a ³lightening rod´ for intense emotions that further 
compound inter-cultural communication (Hinds et al., 2014). From this perspective, language 
asymmetries set up by MNE knowledge transfer provide an opportunity to explore the 
emotional reactions towards language standardization in an interactive, intercultural context, 
and the emotional ramifications on communicative practice for MNE performance (Brannen et 
al., 2014). Therefore, LQDGGLWLRQWRRXURYHUDUFKLQJUHVHDUFKTXHVWLRQ³:KDW LV WKHUROHRI
HPRWLRQVLQLQWHUFXOWXUDOFRPPXQLFDWLRQ"´ZHDVNWKHIROORZLQJVSHFLILFUHVHDUFKTXHVWLRQV
1) What are individual emotional responses to English as a corporate lingua franca within MNE 
knowledge transfer process? and 2) How does culture affect these individual responses? We 
answer these research questions by integrating two strands of theoretical literature: the 
appraisal theory of emotion and the cultural predisposition of emotional experience.  
 
2. MNE communication and language standardization ± Received theory. 
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        Communication is a purposive event involving the exchange of messages between two or 
more people and the creation of meaning (Tubbs & Moss, 2003). By implication, 
communication remains incomplete until the receiver attends, understands and responds to the 
message in the way that is relatively similar to what was intended by the sender. Following an 
interpretive approach (Blum, 1969), communication scholars such as Thompson (2003) and 
West and Turner (2003) argue that a focus on meaning co-creation augments the dominant 
functional model of communication (e.g., Shannon & Weaver, 1949) by highlighting the 
relational, dynamic and context-dependent nature of communication process. 
          Language is central to communication because it represents a formalized system that 
connects signs to meaning. Through a set of linguistic resources (i.e., phonological, syntactic, 
grammatical, and semantic), language enables people to articulate internal thoughts, express 
them to others and facilitates common understanding of social activity (Crystal, 1997). 
Moreover, as an embodiment RIFXOWXUHZKLFKLVGHILQHGDV³a system of meaning and practice 
shared by members of a community´ (Geertz, 1973, pp. 12-13; Fiske et al., 1998), language 
and culture are interrelated. Both are learned and passed down from one generation to the next 
through human interaction.  
Culture provides meaning for the message encoded via language (Jiang, 2000), 
influences linguistic style in language use (Maass et al., 2006), and determines the norm of a 
speech community on what constitutes a good communicator for a particular purpose (Kim & 
Gudykunst, 1988). On the other hand, language provides the symbols to facilitate the 
expression of cultural meaning. Following a weak form of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (Sapir, 
1912; Whorf, 1940), language also functions as a vital social-cultural source to affect how 
members of group see and make sense of the environment around them, and how they interact 
with each other (Duranti, 1997). Given the increasing evidence demonstrating the interrelated 
nature of language and culture (Jiang, 2000; Ji et al., 2004; Joshi & Lahiri, 2014), researchers 
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across different disciplines advocate a more integrative study on their combined, albeit 
distinctive, impacts on the communication process (Tenzer et al., 2017).  
          Communication in MNEs is especially subject to the ³dual impact´ of language and 
culture as it often involves interaction between people of diverse cultural backgrounds speaking 
distinct native languages (Peltokorpi, 2010, p.176). This creates inherent uncertainty in the 
meaning and co-construction of joint work, such as knowledge transfer (Taylor & Osland, 
2003). In response, top management in many MNEs designate English as a common corporate 
language to facilitate in-house communication between headquarters and foreign subsidiaries 
(Harzing & Pudelko, 2013). The assumption is that the dominance of English in international 
business provides one of the ³easiest´ communicative interventions to form ³a universal 
community of mutual understanding´ (Janssens & Steyaert, 2014 p. 632). Indeed, several IB 
studies show that a shared language could reduce cost of codifying and transferring the 
knowledge from or to headquarters (Buckley et al., 2005; Peltokorpi & Yamao, 2017), create 
a common dominant logic for employees to act in a unified manner, thus enhancing collective 
goals achievement (Verbeke, 2010; Yamao & Sekiguchi, 2015) and foster a sense of belonging 
to ³one global family´, which is central to an inclusive corporate culture (Piekkari et al., 2005; 
Neeley & Dumas, 2016).  
In contrast, it was also found that the decision to instill English as corporate language 
seems to generate a number of problems. As observed by Fredriksson et al. (2006), there are 
significant discrepancies between a formal language standardization policy and an HPSOR\HH¶V
daily communication patterns within MNEs. Employees with limited English skills tend to 
refrain from company communication in order to avoid being judged as incompetent. As a 
result, they may be excluded from critical knowledge exchange and relationship building 
despite their valuable technical skills (Goodall & Roberts, 2003). The native speakers or 
employees who are fluent in English, on the other hand, may experience status gain but feel 
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burdened with the obligation of ³language gatekeeper´ rather than concentrating on their own 
designated tasks (Zander et al., 2011).  
Moreover, these linguistically capable staff might not accurately interpret, or even 
notice, new meanings of the message in intercultural communication as the mandated language 
becomes a signifier and not the signified through reconceptualization (Brannen, 2004). For 
H[DPSOH$EUDPVHWDO¶V(2003) study on a multicultural project team shows how members 
applying different meaning to the same English words lead to failure of understanding and 
problems in achieving the collective goal.  
Finally, as a salient marker of social identity in MNE communication, the variability of 
FRPPRQ ODQJXDJHSURILFLHQF\VKDSHV WKHHPSOR\HH¶VSHUFHSWLRQRI LQ-group and out-group 
status (Peltokorpi & Yamao, 2017). If not managed well, these language-based clusters will 
cast ³shadow structures´ that distort the communication pattern and community building 
intended by the English-only policy (Marschan-Piekkari et al., 1999a).  
Taken together, research on the consequence of language standardization for MNE 
communication remains ambivalent, reflecting the multifaceted nature of language in 
international business (Brannen et al., 2014). This complexity necessitates further research on 
the lived experience and communication strategy of MNE employees with regard to a language 
mandate (Stayaert et al., 2011). As stated by Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999b, p. 382), ³at a 
base level, language is an issue concerning individuals and their competence; companies do 
not have languagesSHRSOHGR´.  
To obtain an ³up-close and personal´ (Brannen & Doz, 2010) understanding of an 
English-language mandate, a substantial research effort has been devoted to examine cognitive 
factors such as relative difference in thinking shaped by inherent structural variation between 
WKHFRPPXQLFDWRU¶VQDWLYHODQJXDJHDQGWKHOLQJXDIUDQFD-RVKL	Lahiri, 2014), high memory 
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load in processing a foreign language (Volk et al., 2014) and cognitive disconnection from 
certain mental constructs encoded in the native language when switching to a different 
language (Hadjichristidis et al., 2017). However, the emotional ramifications of using English 
as a lingua franca have been largely neglected by the research on micro-foundation of MNE 
communication (Aichhorn & Puck, 2017).  
Following ³the affective revolution´ in organizational behavior research (Gooty et al., 
2009), IB researchers have recently started to explore the emotional challenge of language 
standardization. The findings suggest that negative emotions induced by a corporate lingua 
franca lead to a destructive cycle of intercultural collaboration, as the individual tends to cope 
with language-related distress by shifting their distress to the other party who, in turn, reacts 
negatively and perpetuates a disruptive communication pattern (Neeley et al., 2012). Unlike a 
cognitive challenge, the difficulty of describing and communicating emotions, particularly in 
a foreign language, makes it even more challenging to break the vicious communication cycle 
YRQ*OLQRZHWDO)RULQVWDQFH+LQGVHWDO¶VHWKQRJUDSKLFVWXG\RIPXOWLOLQJXDO
teams in a large global company notes that language-induced emotions also change the 
communicative behavior of those who are more cognitively capable of addressing language 
difference ± such as the staff with a high or near-native command of English. Tenzer et al. 
(2014) explain that once emotions are running high, people tend to spontaneously switch to 
their mother tongue in intercultural communication but thus trigger feeling of ³irritation´ 
³discomfort´ and ³suspicion´ in their foreign colleagues.  
Although a selective number of international business studies began to bring the 
emotional dimension of intercultural communications to the fore, the existing research effort 
is still fragmented in its conceptualization and theoretical development. First, most studies lack 
a theoretically grounded definition of emotion, offering little explanation of what makes people 
emotional about language mandate for MNE communication. This is important given that 
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emotion is a situational response to a specific target, rather than a trait or personality that 
represents a fixed, predictable affective reaction across a variety of events (Barsade & Gibson, 
2007). For instance, research shows that intercultural anxiety also impacts individuals who are 
characteristically not anxious (Stephan et al., 1995).  
Second, most research tends to aggregate discrete emotional experiences induced by a 
corporate language mandate (i.e. English) into ³anxiety´ or ³distress´. The individual 
SURWDJRQLVW¶V negative feelings are limited by successful intercultural communication 
(Gudykunst & Kim, 2002) and one possibility of achieving this is the use of a common 
language of communication (i.e., English) which can carry a positive emotional response to 
bridge the communication gap (Vaara et al., 2005). Finally, we know little about how specific 
emotions experienced by individuals with diverse cultural backgrounds influence their cross-
border communication behavior.  
In contrast, the literature on cultural psychology shows that emotional experiences are 
VLJQLILFDQWO\ VKDSHG E\ WKH LQGLYLGXDO¶V FXOWXUDO EDFNJURXQG 0HVTXLWD 	 %RLJHU 
Indeed, Aichhorn and Puck (2017) speculate that the emotional impact of language 
VWDQGDUGL]DWLRQRQ01(¶VFRPPXQLFDWLRQLVSDUWLFXODUO\DFXWHLQFXOWXUHVZLWKDKLJKOHYHORI
uncertainty avoidance, although without providing sufficient empirical evidence. Taken 
together, current IB research has not fully explored the nature and function of language-induced 
emotion in relation to communication in MNEs. For this reason, we turn to psychology where 
the study of human emotion is well established. Figure 1 summarizes the standard model of 
language standardization underlying the intercultural communication process within an MNE.  
 
Insert Figure 1 about here 
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3. Psychological theory of emotion. 
3.1. Psychological theory of emotion ± received theory. 
As defined in our introduction, emotion is ³a mental state of action readiness that arises 
from cognitive appraisal of events or thoughts; has a phenomenological tone; is accompanied 
by physiological processes; and LVRIWHQH[SUHVVHGSK\VLFDOO\´ (Bagozzi et al., 1999, p. 184). 
This definition highlights the syndrome-like property of emotions as involving the 
synchronized, multi-component changes in response to a relevant event (Scherer, 2005). 
Corresponding to different functions, the components of an emotion consist of a) evaluation of 
a situation, b) somatic symptom, c) facial and vocal expression, d) motivation to take certain 
action and e) subjective feeling or the awareness of bodily sensation described by the individual 
(Lazarus, 1991). The coherence of these changes as an adaptive strategy linking perception of 
events to subjective experience and to behavioral response is what gives the whole process 
emotional quality (Frijda, 2007). Such synchronized, situational reactions also differentiate 
emotion from the more enduring mood or state that refers to diffused, predictable affective 
reactions across a variety of events (Barsade & Gibson, 2007, Mulligan & Scherer, 2012). 
Hence it is important to examine the antecedents, process and consequences of individual 
emotional reactions towards a specific event of communication within a MNE.  
Appraisal theory is more relevant to analyze and explain different emotions in the MNE 
communication process. The core idea of appraisal theory is that emotion occurs when 
individuals appraise features of the event in relation to their personal concerns (Ellsworth & 
Scherer, 2003). Related to, but different from, cognition, that indicates the mental action of 
acquiring information, appraisal is seen as an individualized meaning analysis of a SHUVRQ¶V 
needs, goals and ability in relation to a relevant event. As captured in the notion of ³relevance 
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GHWHFWRU´ (Frijad, 1986), appraisal can help to explain what makes people feel emotional about 
intercultural communication.  
Furthermore, appraisal theory proposes a set of core dimensions that determine the type 
of emotions. We use 5RVHPDQ¶V (2013) version of appraisal dimensions, which systematically 
differentiates 17 discrete emotions in terms of their adaptive functions. They include novelty, 
motive consistent/inconsistent, appetitive/aversive, control potential, probability and 
instrumental/intrinsic problems. For instance, ³anger´ is associated with the appraisal of an 
event perceived as high in novelty and deserving of more attention, something obstructive to 
the DSSUDLVHU¶V goal, and a strong sense of control to cope with an instrumental problem 
(Roseman, 2013). The results of this analysis are summarized in the LQGLYLGXDO¶V consciousness 
as a core relational theme (Smith & Lazarus, 1993), and constitute the feeling or subjective 
experience of different emotions. For instance, the core relational theme for pride is 
³DFKLHYHPHQW´ which is different from that of sadness as ³irrevocable loss´. We argue that the 
complexity of inter-cultural communication often requires a more differentiated analysis of the 
situation, leading to a range of discrete emotions. Neeley et al. (2012) reveals a wide range of 
emotional experience under a language mandate ranging from ³UHVWULFWHG and UHGXFHG´ to 
³DQ[LRXV and PLVWUXVW´, although it does not explain the underlying processes for such diverse 
emotions.  
Once felt, different emotions activate distinctive motivational goals to modify the 
protagonist¶V relationship with the situation. In line with this path-dependent feature, these 
goals are informed by the core appraisal theme that underlies emotional experience in the first 
place (Frijda et al., 1989). For instance, whereas anger arising from ³RWKHU-EODPH´ produces 
the goal to remove the harm, fear deriving from ³danger´ is associated with motive to ³DYRLG´. 
Signaling the most effective coping strategy in the evolution of past experience, emotive goals 
translate into dominant behavior responses that people are inclined to enact. During 
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emotionally charged event like intercultural communication, the elicited action tendency can 
be so impulsive that people often find themselves ³RXW of FRQWURO´ (Loewenstein, 1996) and 
unable to translate the acquired knowledge for the new behavior (Bird et al., 1999). This point 
is reflected in a number of IB studies that show a strong emotional impulse for the undesirable 
code-switching communication behavior, despite the LQGLYLGXDO¶V strong language skills (Hinds 
et al., 2014). Thus, the emotion-behavior pathway can extend our understanding of ³what 
exactly is it about language that creates a problem´ (Harzing & Feely, 2008, p. 52).  
 
3.2. Cultural variation in emotions  
The cultural shaping of emotions has become a topic of substantial debate and 
importance (Manstead & Fischer, 2002). Moving beyond the earlier universality-specificity 
dichotomy, numerous studies have discovered both biological innateness and cultural 
calibration in emotions (for a review see Mesquita & Frijda, 1992).  What is needed is a 
theoretical framework within which to explain both cultural similarity and differences in 
individual emotional reactions to the same situation (Ellsworth, 1994; Mesquita, 2001).  
Appraisal theory meets this need. The central proposition concerning the core appraisal 
dimensions that constitutes discrete emotion is universal, but the appraisal focus varies 
culturally (Mesquita & Ellsworth, 2001). Specifically, in many Western countries where 
individuals strive for independent selfhood, the habitual appraisal is primed towards personal 
pleasantness (Kitayama et al., 2000), self-serving attribution (Imada & Ellsworth, 2011), and 
readiness to influence others (Tsai et al., 2007), thus giving rise to pervasive self-focused 
emotions (Eid & Diener, 2001; Kitayama et al., 2006; Tsai et al., 2006). In contrast, in many 
Asian countries where interdependent selfhood is prevalent, the implicit fostered appraisal 
tendency is predisposed to intersubjective harmony, self-effacing attribution and willingness 
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to adjust to others, leading to a ³K\SHU-FRJQL]HG´ other-focused emotion with low activation 
(Niiya et al., 2006; Miyamoto & Ma, 2011; Sims & Tsai, 2015). For example, Imada and 
Ellsworth (2011) found that Americans tend to attribute success to their own ability and 
experience a strong feeling of pride and satisfaction. In contrast, Japanese attribute similar 
achievements to others or circumstances, and reported lucky or obligated feelings. Similarly, 
Kitayama et al. (1997) observed that while feeling good is often highlighted in the USA as a 
function of asserting individual ability, personality and opinions, shame is often promoted in 
Japan to motivate individuals to fit perfectly into social standards. These general principles can 
be applied to the intercultural communication process in MNEs.  
To summarize, our literature review suggests that extant research on emotions in the 
micro-foundation of language standardization has not fully capitalized on the insights from the 
psychological literature on the human emotion. As a result, we still know little about the nature 
and function of emotion in relation to the MNE communication. Our study is set against this 
background in order to elucidate 1) the effect of common language on the emotional states 
experienced by employees from distinctive cultural backgrounds and 2) how language-induced 
emotions influence an individual¶V intercultural communication behavior. We address these 
questions in the context MNE knowledge transfer, which is characterized by a need for a 
corporate lingua franca to facilitate intercultural communication (Welch & Welch, 2008), and 
intense language-induced emotions felt directly by the individual protagonists (Hinds et al., 
2014). We now proceed to discuss the research methods of our study.  
 
4. Research Methods 
4.1. Research Design 
This research employs a single qualitative case study that is premised on the 
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interpretative paradigm (Welch et al., 2010). As our literature review shows, theoretical 
development of language-induced emotion in MNE in-house communication is still in its 
nascent stage4XDOLWDWLYH UHVHDUFK LVSDUWLFXODUO\DSSURSULDWH IRU WKHRU\EXLOGLQJEHFDXVH LW
DOORZVWKHUHVHDUFKHUWRLGHQWLI\WKHWKHPHVDQGSDWWHUQVWKDWHPHUJHIURPWKLFNGHVFULSWLRQ
SURYLGHV D VRXUFH RI QHZ K\SRWKHVHV DQG FRQVWUXFWV DQG JHQHUDWHV WKHRUHWLFDO H[SODQDWLRQ
FORVHO\JURXQGHGLQWKHHYHQWEHLQJREVHUYHG%LUNLQVKDZHWDO 
0HDQZKLOHRXUUHVHDUFKTXHVWLRQVDUHJHDUHGWRZDUGVREWDLQLQJDKROLVWLFSLFWXUHRI
ZK\ DQG KRZ VWDII IURP GLIIHUHQW FXOWXUDO EDFNJURXQGV LQ WKH 01( IHHO DERXW ODQJXDJH
VWDQGDUGL]DWLRQYLD(QJOLVK&DVHVWXG\GHVLJQLVSUHIHUUHGZKHQ³KRZ´RU³ZK\´TXHVWLRQV
DUHEHLQJSRVHGZKHQWKHLQYHVWLJDWRUKDVOLWWOHFRQWURORYHUHYHQWVDQGZKHQWKHIRFXVLVRQD
FRQWHPSRUDU\SKHQRPHQRQZLWKLQVRPHUHDOOLIHFRQWH[W<LQS)LQDOO\RXULQWHUHVW
LQGLVFUHWHHPRWLRQDOH[SHULHQFHVLQVSHFLILFNQRZOHGJHVKDULQJHYHQWVPDQGDWHVVLQJOHRYHU
PXOWLSOHFDVH GHVLJQ:H FDQ REWDLQ D GHHSHU DQG PRUH FRQWH[WXDOL]HGDFFRXQW RI ZKDW DQ
LQGLYLGXDOIHHOVWKLQNVDQGKRZKHVKHDFWVXQGHUDODQJXDJHPDQGDWHERWKLQWHUPVRIWKH
QXPEHURIIDFWRUVVWXGLHGDQGWKHVRXUFHVRILQIRUPDWLRQREWDLQHG3DWWRQ 
 
5HVHDUFKVHWWLQJ 
,QWKLVVWXG\ZHHPSOR\HG)OHWFKHUDQG3ODNR\LDQQDNL ¶VPXOWLOHYHODSSURDFK
EHFDXVH LW RIIHUV D V\VWHPDWLF PHWKRG WR QDUURZ GRZQ VDPSOH FKRLFHV IRU VWXG\LQJ DQ
HPEHGGHGEXVLQHVVSKHQRPHQD/HYHOGHVFULEHVWKHVHOHFWLRQRIFRXQWU\'LIIHUHQWIURPRWKHU
HPHUJLQJ PDUNHWV 01(V 01(V IURP &KLQD KDYH EHHQ HVSHFLDOO\ DFWLYH LQ XVLQJ )', WR
OHYHUDJHH[WHUQDODQGLQWHUQDONQRZOHGJHDQGODQJXDJHVDUHWKHEDVLFPHDQVRIFRPPXQLFDWLRQ
LQRUJDQL]DWLRQVDQGWKHEDVLVIRUNQRZOHGJHFUHDWLRQ:HOFK	:HOFK 
/HYHO  GLVFXVVHV WKH VHOHFWLRQ RI LQGXVWULDO VHFWRUV7KLV VWXG\ IRFXVHV RQ &KLQD¶V
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VRIWZDUHDQG,7VHUYLFHLQGXVWU\7KHQHHGWRDFTXLUHDGYDQFHGNQRZOHGJHLQFOXGLQJWKHODWHVW
VRIWZDUHSURGXFWPDUNHWWUHQGVDQGFOLHQWLQIRUPDWLRQPDQGDWHVDQLQWHQVHFRPPXQLFDWLRQ
WKURXJKRXWDW\SLFDOKLJKWHFKILUP 
/HYHOUHIHUVWRWKHVHOHFWLRQRI01(V2XUFDVHILUPLVDQXQVRSKLVWLFDWHG&KLQHVH
ILUPDQGLWRIIHUVDUDUHRSSRUWXQLW\WRVHHDFKDQJHRIVWDWHRIDILUPJRLQJIURPEHLQJHQWLUHO\
QDWLRQDOO\IRFXVHGWREHLQJHQWLUHO\LQWHUQDWLRQDO±DQGWKHVKRFNRIWKDWSURFHVV6LQFHWKLV
VWXG\ LQYHVWLJDWHV FRPPXQLFDWLRQ LQ 01( JOREDO RSHUDWLRQ WKH FDVH FRPSDQ\ PXVW
GHPRQVWUDWHDVXIILFLHQWOHYHORILQWHUQDWLRQDOL]DWLRQ7KHFDVHFRPSDQ\UHSUHVHQWVWKHODUJHVW
&KLQDEDVHG,7VHUYLFHSURYLGHUZLWKELOODEOHSURIHVVLRQDOVWKHILUVWFRPSDQ\DEOHWR
RIIHUJOREDOFOLHQWVHQGWRHQGVHUYLFHLQWKHPRVWFRVWHIIHFWLYHZD\ZLWKRYHUSHUFHQWLWV
QHWUHYHQXHFRPLQJIURPIRUHLJQPDUNHWV7KHFRPSDQ\¶VVWDWXVDV³WKHPRVWLQWHUQDWLRQDOO\
RULHQWHG&KLQDEDVHG,7YHQGRUV´KDVEHHQFRQILUPHGE\,$23UHSRUWUDQNLQJLWLQWKH
WRSJOREDORXWVRXUFLQJFRPSDQLHV 
7KHFRPSHWLWLYHDGYDQWDJHRIWKLVFRPSDQ\OLHVLQLWVVLJQDWXUH³K\EULGVHUYLFHGHOLYHU\
PRGH´ WKURXJK ZKLFK FRUH FRPSRQHQWV RI ,7 WDVN ± GHVLJQLQJ EXLOGLQJ WHVWLQJ DQG
PDLQWDLQLQJVRIWZDUH±ZHUHRUJDQL]HGLQWRRYHUODSSLQJPRGXOHVDQGH[HFXWHGVLPXOWDQHRXVO\
E\DWHDPRI,7SURIHVVLRQDOVLQGLIIHUHQWORFDWLRQV6XFKDPXOWLVLWHGGHOLYHU\V\VWHPFDQ
VWULNHDEDODQFHEHWZHHQ WKHFOLHQW¶V H[SHFWDWLRQRI FXVWRPL]HGHQGWRHQG ,7 VHUYLFH DQG
FRQFHUQVIRUFRVWVDQGLQIRUPDWLRQVHFXULW\ 
/HYHOLQGLFDWHVWKHVHOHFWLRQRI01(XQLWV:HFKRVH+4VLQPDLQODQG&KLQDDQG
VXEVLGLDULHVLQ86(XURSHDQG$XVWUDOLDEHFDXVHRIWKHLUFUXFLDOUROHDQGKLJKZRUNIORZ
LQWHUGHSHQGHQFH LQ WKH K\EULG VHUYLFH GHOLYHU\ ([FHSW IRU WKH 6SDQLVK VXEVLGLDU\ WKH XQLW
ODQJXDJH RI +4V DQG IRUHLJQ VXEVLGLDULHV DUH WKH GRPLQDQW ODQJXDJHV RI WKHLU UHVSHFWLYH
FRXQWULHV³&KLQHVH´DQG³(QJOLVK´6FKRPDNHU	=DKHHU$OORIWKH6SDLQEDVHGVWDII
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DUHIOXHQWLQ(QJOLVKGXHWRWKHLUIXQFWLRQDOUROHLQ,7ODQJXDJHVHUYLFHZKLFKUHTXLUHVXVLQJ
(QJOLVKDVXQLYHUVDOFRGHWRVXSSRUWVRIWZDUHSURJUDPPLQJLQYDULRXVOLQJXLVWLFFRQWH[WV$V
WKH6SDQLVKXQLWLVPDQDJHGE\$PHULFDQVWKHGDLO\EXVLQHVVFRPPXQLFDWLRQZLWKLQWKHXQLW
ZDVFRQGXFWHGLQ(QJOLVK 
)LQDOO\/HYHOUHIHUVWRVHOHFWLRQRIWKHVRXUFHVRIHYLGHQFHZKLFKLVH[SODLQHGLQWKH
QH[WVHFWLRQ 
 
4.3.'DWDFROOHFWLRQ 
2XULQLWLDOUHVHDUFKTXHVWLRQZDV³+RZdo MNE staff perceive English as a common 
FRUSRUDWH ODQJXDJH"´ 7KH Uelevant literature was used as ³pre-condition´ before beginning 
empirical testing. Once the fieldwork started, we spent most of the time observing to prevent 
our preconceptions from hijacking the empirical data. Adopting a sort of ³anything goes´ 
attitude (Swedberg, 2012), we gradually got a better grip on the research participants, their 
daily activities and organizational context. In particular, we were impressed by the spontaneous 
emotional reactions when the research participants interacted with their foreign counterparts. 
Interestingly, just a few days before we were expected to exit the field, our conjectures about 
the relevance of emotion in intercultural communication were directly supported by the 
research participants. With a stronger relationship built over 3 months, some of them even 
helped us to reformulate the interview questions, clarify the difference between anticipated and 
actual emotions, and recommend potential contacts or units that we might find useful to explore 
this issue. All our expeULHQFH UHVRQDWHVZLWK0LFKDLORYDHW DO¶V S LQVLJKWV WKDW
³exiting provides the opportunity to explore again, but in a different situation, the dynamics of 
the researcher-researched relationship, how the research is co-constituted by the researcher and 
research participants and how they may co-theorize´.  
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After identifying emotions as more relevant phenomena, we developed a preliminary 
interpretation of a theoretical contribution to the existing international business literature. 
Accompanying this new direction was the adoption of psychological theories to explore 
language-induced emotion in detail. Then we started the second round of fieldwork in the same 
case company.  
 
4.3.1. Semi-structured Interviews 
Our primary source of data for this study consisted of semi-structured interviews. We 
considered WKHP SDUWLFXODUO\ DSSURSULDWH WR WDS LQWR WKH LQIRUPDQWV¶ HPRWLRQV arising from 
language standardization and to provide a thick description of emotional impact while 
³preserving the actual meaning that actors ascribe to actions and settings´ (Gephart, 2004, p. 
455). Following a theoretical sampling approach (Corbin & Strauss, 2008), we conducted 60 
interviews with the individuals who were in frequent contact with foreign colleagues. In order 
to generate maximum variability, we selected respondents who varied in terms of age, tenure, 
hierarchical position, functional area and international experience. Our final sample included 
the HQ- and subsidiary-level employees representing ten nationalities. 7DEOHVDQGSURYLGH
WKHEDFNJURXQGLQIRUPDWLRQRQWKHLQWHUYLHZHHV 
 
Insert Table 1 about here 
 
Insert Table 2 about here 
 
$QLQWHUYLHZSURWRFROZLWKRSHQHQGHGTXHVWLRQVZDVGHVLJQHGLQOLJKWRIWKHOLWHUDWXUH
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UHYLHZLQLWLDOILHOGZRUNDQGRXURZQH[SHULHQFHRIZRUNLQJLQWKHFDVHFRPSDQ\:KLOHWKH
H[DFW RUGHU RI TXHVWLRQV YDULHG LQ DFFRUGDQFH ZLWK UHVSRQGHQWV¶ QDUUDWLYH WKH LQWHUYLHZ
SURWRFROFRQVLVWHGRIWKUHHVHFWLRQV7KHILUVWSDUWFRQWDLQHGLQLWLDOGHPRJUDSKLFTXHVWLRQVVXFK
DVFRPSDQ\WHQXUHRIWKHLQWHUYLHZHHKLVRUKHUFXUUHQWDQGSUHYLRXVMREGHWDLOVDQGFXOWXUDO
EDFNJURXQG,QSDUWLFXODUZHDVNHGRXUSDUWLFLSDQWVWRDVVHVVWKHLUIRUHLJQODQJXDJHVNLOOVDQG
WKHLUOHYHORI(QJOLVKFRPSHWHQFH$JDLQVWWKH,QWHUDJHQF\/DQJXDJH5RXQGWDEOH,/5VFDOH
+4 VWDII UDWHG WKHLU (QJOLVK EHORZ IXOO SURIHVVLRQDO SURILFLHQF\ ZKHUHDV WKH VHOIUHSRUWHG
IOXHQF\E\WKHVXEVLGLDU\VWDIIZDVXSWRELOLQJXDORUQDWLYHOHYHO7KHVHFRQGSDUWIRFXVHGRQ
HPRWLRQDO DVSHFWV RI ODQJXDJH VWDQGDUGL]DWLRQ LQ WKH FRQWH[W RI FURVVERUGHU NQRZOHGJH
WUDQVIHU &RQVLVWHQW ZLWK WKH SV\FKRORJLFDO OLWHUDWXUH HPRWLRQ GHYHORSV IURP DQ LPPHGLDWH
DSSUDLVDORIDVSHFLILFHYHQWZLWKPRUHLGHQWLILDEOHWULJJHUDQGRXWFRPH8QOLNHORQJHUODVWLQJ
³PRRG´RU³IHHOLQJ´HPRWLRQDVLQWHQVHFRRUGLQDWHGUHVSRQVHLVPRUHVKRUWOLYHGDQGHSLVRGLF
LQRUGHUQRWWRVWUHWFKWKHLQGLYLGXDO¶VUHVRXUFHV)ULMGD 
)ROORZLQJ'XUDQGZHHPSOR\HGWKHFULWLFDOLQFLGHQWWHFKQLTXHWRFDSWXUHEHWWHU
DQG H[SOLFDWH GLIIHUHQW HPRWLRQDOO\ FKDUJHG HSLVRGHV LQGXFHG E\ WKH (QJOLVKRQO\ SROLF\
6SHFLILFDOO\ WKHSDUWLFLSDQWVZHUHDVNHG WRGHVFULEHFULWLFDONQRZOHGJHVKDULQJHYHQWVZLWK
IRUHLJQ FROOHDJXHV HQFRXUDJLQJ WKHP WR XVH HSLVRGLF PHPRULHV 7XOYLQJ  ZKLFK
JHQHUDWHG D PRUH YDOLG H[SHULHQWLDO DFFRXQW RI SDUWLFLSDQW¶V FRJQLWLYH HPRWLRQDO DQG
EHKDYLRUDOVWDWHV5RELQVRQ	&ORUH2XUVDPSOHLQWHUYLHZTXHVWLRQVLQFOXGHG&DQ\RX
UHFDOO D VSHFLILF VLWXDWLRQ ZKHUH \RX IRXQG LW SUREOHPDWLF RU GHPDQGLQJ WR FRPPXQLFDWH
LQIRUPDWLRQLQ(QJOLVKZLWK\RXUIRUHLJQFROOHDJXHV":KDWVRUWRIFRPPXQLFDWLRQLVVXHVGLG
\RXH[SHULHQFHDQGKRZGLG WKH\DIIHFW\RXUDWWHPSW WRH[FKDQJH LQIRUPDWLRQ"7KHFULWLFDO
LQFLGHQWVPHQWLRQHGE\WKHLQWHUYLHZHHVDUHVXPPDUL]HGLQ7DEOHEHORZ 
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Insert Table 3 about here 
 
:HWKHQFRQWLQXHGWKHLQWHUYLHZZLWKPRUHSURELQJTXHVWLRQV,QWKDWSDUWLFXODUVLWXDWLRQKRZ
GLG \RX IHHO DERXW WKH PDQGDWH WR FRPPXQLFDWH LQ (QJOLVK DQG ZK\ GLG \RX IHHO VR":H
GHOLEHUDWHO\OHIWDQ\H[SOLFLWUHTXHVWRIQDPLQJWKHIHOWHPRWLRQVWRWKHHQGE\ZKLFKWLPHWKH
SDUWLFLSDQWVZHUHDEOHWRUHNLQGOHDQGGHVFULEHHPRWLRQDOUHDFWLRQVVSRQWDQHRXVO\LQVWHDGRI
XVLQJ WKHLU JHQHUDO FDWHJRULFDO NQRZOHGJH RI WKH HPRWLRQ$V HPSLULFDOO\ GHPRQVWUDWHG E\
9XRUL DQG +X\  PDQDJHUV UHO\LQJ RQ HSLVRGLF PHPRULHV UHFDOOHG PRUH VSHFLILF
H[SODQDWLRQV RI ³ZKHQ´ DQG ³ZKHUH´ WKH\ KDG D SDUWLFXODU HPRWLRQ UDWKHU WKDQ VLPSO\
GHVFULELQJ³ZKDW´WKDWHPRWLRQZDV 
,QWKLVZD\WKHHPRWLRQDOH[SHULHQFHWKH\UHSRUWHGKDGDPRUHPHDQLQJIXOHQGXULQJ
LPSDFW HJ JHWWLQJ IXULRXV ZLWK IRUHLJQ FROOHDJXHV ZKHQ WKH LQWHUYLHZHH ZDV XQGHU WLPH
SUHVVXUHWRREWDLQDFULWLFDOSLHFHRINQRZOHGJHHOLPLQDWLQJWKRVHOHVVFRQVHTXHQWLDOWUDQVLHQW
IHHOLQJVWKDWFRXOGEHIRUJRWWHQTXLFNO\RUZHUHWRRUDUHWRIRUPDQDFFXPXODWLQJSDWWHUQHJ
JHWWLQJDQQR\HGZLWKWHFKQLFDOEUHDNGRZQGXULQJWKHYLGHRFRQIHUHQFH,QWKHILQDOSDUWRIWKH
LQWHUYLHZ SURWRFRO ZH VRXJKW WR H[SORUH WKH HPRWLRQDO UHSHUFXVVLRQV RI (QJOLVK DV OLQJXD
IUDQFDZLWK W\SLFDO TXHVWLRQV VXFKDV ³+RZGRHV ODQJXDJHLQGXFHG DQJHUIUXVWUDWLRQVKDPH
LPSDFWWKHZD\\RXFRPPXQLFDWHDQGLQWHUDFWZLWKIRUHLJQFROOHDJXHV"´DQG³:KDWGR\RXGR
WRDOOHYLDWHWKHQHJDWLYHHPRWLRQVLIDQ\"´7KHDYHUDJHGXUDWLRQRIWKHLQWHUYLHZVZDVDURXQG
KRXUDQGWKH\ZHUHFRQGXFWHGSULPDULO\RQWKHZRUNSODFHSUHPLVHVRIWKHSDUWLFLSDQWVYLD
IDFHWRIDFHFRQYHUVDWLRQ6N\SHDQGWHOHSKRQH$OO&KLQHVHRU(QJOLVKQDWLYH
VSHDNHUV ZHUH LQWHUYLHZHG LQ WKHLU PRWKHU WRQJXH SDUWO\ GXH WR WKH ILUVW DXWKRU¶V (QJOLVK
ODQJXDJHVNLOOVDQG&KLQHVHQDWLRQDOLW\DQGSDUWO\WRHVWDEOLVKUDSSRUWWRREWDLQPRUHUHOLDEOH
LQIRUPDWLRQ :HOFK 	 3LHNNDUL  )LYH SDUWLFLSDQWV LQ (XURSHDQ VXEVLGLDULHV ZHUH
LQWHUYLHZHGLQ(QJOLVKEHFDXVHRXUVPDOOUHVHDUFKWHDPZDVXQDEOHWRVSHDNDOOWKHLUQDWLYH
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ODQJXDJHVIOXHQWO\LH6SDQLVK*HUPDQ)LQQLVK6ZHGLVKDQGWKHLQWHUYLHZHHVZHUHXVHG
WRVSHDNLQJ(QJOLVKDVSDUWRIWKHLUGDLO\ZRUN:HGLJLWDOO\DXGLRUHFRUGHGDOOWKHVHLQWHUYLHZV
DQGWUDQVFULEHGWKHPYHUEDWLPLQWKHLURULJLQDOODQJXDJHDIWHUREWDLQLQJSULRUFRQVHQWIURPWKH
SDUWLFLSDQWV$OOWKHLQWHUYLHZVZHUHGLJLWDOO\DXGLRUHFRUGHGDQGWUDQVFULEHGDIWHUREWDLQLQJ
SULRUFRQVHQWIURPWKHSDUWLFLSDQWV 
 
4.3.2. 3DUWLFLSDQW2EVHUYDWLRQ 
2EVHUYDWLRQZDVFRQGXFWHGDORQJZLWKWKHLQWHUYLHZV)ROORZLQJ:HUQHUDQG6FKRHSIOH
ZHILUVWFRQGXFWHGD³GHVFULSWLYHREVHUYDWLRQ´ZKLFKLQFOXGHGWKHXQLW¶VORFDWLRQGDLO\
ZRUNSUDFWLFHDQGQRWLFHERDUG7KLVZDVWRGHYHORSDFRQWH[WXDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHEXVLQHVV
HQYLURQPHQWZKHUHWKHFKRVHQXQLWVDUHHPEHGGHG,WZDVIROORZHGE\³IRFXVHGREVHUYDWLRQ´
RQ LQWHUXQLWNQRZOHGJH WUDQVIHUDVDQ DFWRI LQWHUFXOWXUDOFRPPXQLFDWLRQ LQFOXGLQJ OLQJXD
FXOWXUDO GLVFUHSDQF\ LQ ODQJXDJH FKRLFH FRPPXQLFDWLRQ VW\OH DQG FRQWDFW EXLOGLQJ )RU
LQVWDQFH VKDULQJ D ODUJH RSHQSODQ RIILFH ZLWK WKH HPSOR\HHV IURP &RUSRUDWH 0DUNHWLQJ
%XVLQHVV'HYHORSPHQWDQG3*6WHDP3URGXFW*OREDOL]DWLRQ6HUYLFHZHRIWHQREVHUYHGDQG
OLVWHQHGWRFRQYHUVDWLRQVDPRQJWKHPVHOYHVRUZLWKWKHLUIRUHLJQFROOHDJXHV 
)LQDOO\ WKHUH ZDV ³VHOHFWLYH REVHUYDWLRQ´ RQ HPRWLRQDO UHDFWLRQV VXFK DV IDFLDO
H[SUHVVLRQVVSHDNLQJWRQHVERGLO\JHVWXUHVDQGVSRQWDQHRXVFRPPXQLFDWLYHEHKDYLRUVZKHQ
WKHLQIRUPDQWVZHUHVKDULQJLQIRUPDWLRQZLWKWKHLUIRUHLJQFROOHDJXHV)ROORZLQJWKHDUJXPHQW
IRUEDVLFKXPDQHPRWLRQZLWKXQLYHUVDOO\ UHFRJQL]DEOHH[SUHVVLYHFXHV (NPDQZH
XVHG5RVHPDQ¶VHPRWLRQDOV\VWHPPRGHOWRFRGHWKHH[SUHVVLRQRIPRPHQWDULO\IHOW
HPRWLRQVVXFKDVEURZVORZHUHGORXGYRLFHVTXDUHPRXWKZLWKEHKDYLRUDOWHQGHQF\WRKLWIRU
DQJHUDQGEURZVUDLVHGWUHPEOLQJYRLFHH\HVZLGHRSHQZLWKDEHKDYLRUDOLQWHQWLRQWRUXQIRU
IHDU$EULHI LQWHUYLHZZDV FRQGXFWHGZLWK WKHSDUWLFLSDQWV DIWHU WKHREVHUYDWLRQ DLPLQJ WR
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XQGHUVWDQG WKHLU GLIIHUHQW YLHZV DWWLWXGH DQG H[SHFWDWLRQ RI WKH GLVSOD\HG HPRWLRQV )RU
H[DPSOH E\ REVHUYLQJ HLJKW ELZHHNO\ FURVVVLWH WHOHFRQIHUHQFHV EHWZHHQ &KLQD +4 DQG
IRUHLJQVXEVLGLDULHVZHQRWLFHGDVWULNLQJGLIIHUHQFHRIGRPLQDQWHPRWLRQDOUHDFWLRQVWRZDUGV
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ EDUULHUV 7KLV REVHUYDWLRQ GLUHFWHG RXU LQTXLU\ WR FXOWXUDO LQIOXHQFHV RQ
HPRWLRQDO H[SHULHQFH ZKLFK ZDV IXUWKHU FODULILHG GLVFXVVHG DQG H[SODLQHG WKURXJK RXU
VXEVHTXHQWLQWHUYLHZV 
 
4.3.3. 'RFXPHQWV 
$ZLGH UDQJHRIGRFXPHQWDU\GDWDZHUH FROOHFWHG LQFOXGLQJDQQXDO UHSRUWV LQWHUQDO
QHZVOHWWHUVQHZHPSOR\HHRULHQWDWLRQFRRSHUDWHWUDLQLQJDQGSURPRWLRQFULWHULD7KHSXUSRVH
RIXVLQJGRFXPHQWVZDVWRYHULI\FRPSOHPHQWDQGHODERUDWHRQWKHHPHUJLQJLQVLJKWVIURPWKH
LQWHUYLHZV DQG REVHUYDWLRQV :LWK WKLV IRFXV LQ PLQG ZH ILUVW VHOHFWHG DQG JURXSHG WKH
GRFXPHQWV LQ WHUPVRI WKUHHEURDG WRSLFV WKHRUJDQL]DWLRQDO FRQWH[WZKHUH LQWHUFXOWXUDO
NQRZOHGJHFRPPXQLFDWLRQLVHPEHGGHGODQJXDJHDQGFXOWXUHLVVXHVLQFRPPXQLFDWLRQ
HPRWLRQDO UHVSRQVHV WR(QJOLVKDV OLQJXD IUDQFD)RU LQVWDQFH DFKDLQRIHPDLOVEHWZHHQD
&KLQHVHPHPEHURIVWDIILQFRUSRUDWHPDUNHWLQJDQGKLV$PHULFDQFROOHDJXHVSURYLGHGH[WUD
HYLGHQFHRI OLQJXDFXOWXUDO GLIIHUHQFH LQ FRPPXQLFDWLRQ$QXPEHURI HPRWLRQDOO\ FKDUJHG
QDUUDWLYHVIURPRQHVWDIIIRUXPFRQWDLQHGWKHDWWLWXGHEHKDYLRUDODQGHYHQSK\VLFDOFKDQJHV
XQGHUFHUWDLQHPRWLRQDOVWDWHVWKDWZHZHUHQRWDEOHWRREVHUYHGLUHFWO\7KHQIROORZLQJWKH
TXDOLWDWLYHSRVLWLRQWKDWGRFXPHQWVDUHSURGXFWVRIVRFLDOLQWHUDFWLRQ$OWKHLGHZHUHDG
WKHVHOHFWHGGRFXPHQWVLQDQLQWHUSUHWLYHPDQQHUDQGPDGHQRWHVRQWKHPHDQLQJFRQWH[WRU
LQWHQVLRQIURPZKLFKWKHVHPDWHULDOVZHUHFUHDWHG0DVRQ)LQDOO\WKHVHQRWHVZHUH
FRPSDUHGWRWKHHPHUJLQJWKHPHVGHULYHGIURPWKHLQWHUYLHZVDQGREVHUYDWLRQVWRVWUHQJWKHQ
RUEURDGHQRXUXQGHUVWDQGLQJ)RUH[DPSOHWKHQRWHRI³EHLQJRSHQPLQGHG´DQG³QHHGWREH
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DVVHUWLYH´ IURP RQH FRPPXQLFDWLRQ WUDLQLQJ PDQXDO GLUHFWHG RXU DWWHQWLRQ WR WKH ZD\
SDUWLFLSDQWVWU\WRFRSHZLWKHPRWLRQDOFKDOOHQJHVLQLQWHUFXOWXUDOFRPPXQLFDWLRQ 
 
4.4. Data analysis 
Our data analysis was guided by an iterative process of cycling among data, existing 
literature and emerging constructs until theoretical saturation was reached (Locke, 2001). An 
important link over multiple iterations is coding the phenomenon under the investigation 
(Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Following Gioia et DO¶V (2013) practice, our coding consisted of 
three steps. In the first step, during open coding, we read the transcripts multiple times to a) 
identify the occasions where our interviewees found it difficult to communicate when one party 
was not an English speaker, and b) to trace the perceived criticality, description and solution 
of these challenging situations (Chell, 1998). This discovery process resulted in a range of 
critical incidents from which we created nodes to analyze the emotional as well as cognitive 
aspect of intercultural communication in MNE context (Durand, 2016).  
Then we focused on different meanings of these designated codes given our unique 
cross-lingual data source (Welch & Piekkari, 2006). For example, we used 5RVHPDQ¶V (2011) 
Emotion System as our organizing framework to deductively code discrete emotions. The 
framework offers a detailed appraisal dimensions and its corresponding phenomenological, 
expressive, behavioral and motivational cues that account for major discrete emotions in the 
given communicative encounter. As we went deeper to examine the meaning, attitude and 
enactment of those emotions across the employees with different social-cultural background, 
it generated the some emotional experiences that were not directly accounted for by RRVHPDQ¶V 
(2011) model. In this situation, we interpreted these data in the light of /D]DUXV¶V (1991) core 
relational themes for human emotions and Ellsworth & 6FKHUHU¶V (2003) appraisal theory to 
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make fine distinctions between certain emotions such as ³anger´ and ³resentment´. Table 4 
shows how emotions were coded and inferred from our multiple sources of data.  
 
Insert Table 4 about here 
 
 In the second step, during selective coding, we determined the common properties of 
those codes and made them more thematically abstract. To perform these steps, we sought 
similarities and differences among these codes via different ways of data comparison and 
grouped them into broader categories. For instance, with regard to the communication barriers 
associated with language standardization, we group ³visible uneven English proficiency´ and 
³invisible communication conventions´. Similarly, the codes ³individual hierarchical position 
in the organization´, ³personal contacts´ and ³international experience´ are aggregated into 
³cognitive ability´ to regulate the negative emotions towards language asymmetry. In the final 
stage of analysis, we refined and juxtaposed the recurring ideas against the existing literature 
on language standardization, emotions and intercultural communication, thus proceeding from 
a data-driven to a theory-guided analysis (Gioia et al., 2013). 
 While coding was predominantly conducted by one of the co-authors, the emerging 
themes had been discussed among all the co-authors during the entire process of data analysis. 
Because our interest in this study was in emotional experience of intercultural communication 
in the MNE, we decided to ground our analysis primarily in the interview transcripts with 
additional support from the observation and archive data1. Our cultural and language similarity 
with the participants gave us an in-group advantage to explore the emotional display and 
                                                          
1
 Our transcripts were checked by two fluent Chinese and English speakers with professional knowledge of 
international business and they confirmed that our translation was accurate and consistent. 
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enactment in intercultural and cross-lingual MNE context. Our team consisted of a Chinese 
native speaker who was also fluent in English, which facilitated the interpretation of data from 
the Chinese speaking respondents. The remaining team members were two native English 
speakers (British) and one Polish researcher, who was fluent in English. This helped our 
interpretation of the non-Chinese responses. The Polish team member is also a professional 
translator and interpreter (English-Polish and Polish-English), which gave us a mental model 
of what it is like to be using more than one language and understanding of language switching 
and the emotional responses it generates. 
 
5. Results 
5.1. Language difference 
Given that the majority of I.T. outsourcing customers come from the English-speaking 
countries, English proficiency plays a pivotal role in the assessment of the vendors, particularly 
those from emerging countries (Oshri et al., 2015). Accordingly, the company established 
English as the formal working language for international projects. In the view RIWKHFRPSDQ\¶V
top managers, using English as lingua franca facilitated information exchange between globally 
distributed workers and helped to build a binding corporate culture:  
³If the company wants to be a genuinely global I.T. service provider, English has to be the 
common language for international project teams to exchange the ideas with each other and 
to respond to our cOLHQWVLQGLIIHUHQWFRXQWULHV´(#12 American).  
This, however, was not without problems: 
³I have witnessed many talented foreign software developers or sales people leaving the 
company. One important reason is that they found it difficult to get integrated in the corporate 
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culture because most of time we [HQ staff]  communicate with each other in Chinese´ (#21 
Chinese).   
Our data further suggest that the introduction of English was not a panacea for effective 
intercultural communication. On the contrary, it generated an uneven proficiency in the lingua 
franca between native and non-native English speakers (Marschan-Piekkari et al., 1999a). 
More specifically, most subsidiary staff were native English-speakers or bilinguals with a 
professional English proficiency. By default, English became the daily language spoken in the 
workplace. In contrast, although English as corporate language was a part of the training, most 
HQ staff feel it more natural to discuss work-related issues in Chinese. Thus, the English-only 
policy was perceived by Chinese personnel as a ³PHQWDOKDQGLFDS´ for the ideas which could 
be otherwise easily articulated in their mother tongue. Given the extra effort to find the 
appropriate words, most ChLQHVH LQIRUPDQWV IHOW ³stressed´ ³DQ[LRXV´ DQG ³H[KDXVWHG´ in 
using English for both verbal and written communication. As described by one Chinese project 
leader:  
³A two-page standardized project briefing that only takes me 2 to 3 hours to prepare in Chinese 
could cost me a whole day if the document had been produced in English. I have to constantly 
check and correct the words that might cause misunderstandings for the foreign onshore team. 
Naturally, this makes you lose interest to get to know these overseas colleagues at a more 
personal level.´ (#2, Chinese).  
Echoing the experience of the non-English speakers, subsidiary personnel believed that 
overall English proficiency in HQ did not reach the level which would enable effective cross-
site collaboration. As one middle manager commented:  
³Quite often, you do not understand what they are trying to say even after a 1-KRXUPHHWLQJ´ 
(#19, European).  
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Other foreign informants reported that the objectives of team meetings were unduly disrupted 
by clarifying or explaining technical terms for the Chinese teams. Recalling a recent audio-
conference with the HQ on the new Big Data project, one American manager said:  
³:hen the topic involved technical jargon which did not have the equivalent word in Chinese, 
the discussion became very difficult. I had to stop the original meeting agenda and explain 
every single technical term in English painstakingly. As soon as I finished that difficult meeting, 
I instantly got 5 or 6 emails asking about the technicDOWHUPV,KDGH[SODLQHGEHIRUH´ (#12, 
American).  
Although some Chinese managers were fluent in English, the need to explain or request 
contextual information on the project forced WKHP WR XVH ³fancy words phrased in long 
VHQWHQFHV´ZKLFKwaVSHUFHLYHGDV³FRPSOHWHO\XQQHFHVVDU\´ by native speakers. This point 
was well illustrated by one native English speaker:  
³In the 86ZHEHOLHYH µOHVV LVPRUH¶3HRSOHDWZRUNZLOOXVH VLPSOHZRUGV WR IUDPH WKHLU
questions or statements. >«@ Based on my observation, our Chinese colleagues seem to like 
writinJORQJHPDLOVZLWKIDQF\ZRUGV´ (#15 American). 
However, if not structured well, this excessive verbosity became cognitively taxing for the 
English native-speakers to capture the core message. One Australian middle manager 
recounted what he said was a frequent occurrence:  
³It took me quite a long time to read through an email from HQ and I eventually realized that 
LWZDVVLPSO\DPHHWLQJUHTXHVW7KHIXQQ\WKLQJLVWKDW,VWLOOFDQ¶WILJXUHRXWZKDW,QHHGWR
do or to SUHSDUHIRUWKDWPHHWLQJ´ (#1 Australian).  
Underneath the visible uneven English proficiency was the disparity of invisible 
communication conventions in different speech communities (Gumperz & Gumperz, 1996). 
Underlying English as the sWDQGDUGL]HG ,7 ODQJXDJH LV D ³IDVW´ ³GLUHFW´ DQG ³FOHDU´ 
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communication code to facilitate information exchange (Zaidman & Brock, 2009). Many 
native English speakers contended that the success of their main international competitors 
(Indian outsourcing companies) was due to their superior English communication skills.  
Behind the façade of Chinese there was a concealed communication code characterized 
E\ ³face saving´ DQG ³IDFH JLYLQJ´ contingent on different participants in the knowledge 
sharing process (Buckley et al., 2006). For instance, we often observed that Chinese staff spoke 
to their peers with a friendly, informal and agreeable tone, and quickly switched to a more 
deferential, formal and humble style once their supervisors joined in the discussion.   
The tacit rules of language used by native and non-native English speakers lead to the 
perceived incompatibility in collaboration. The subsidiary personnel saw their Chinese 
counterparts as ³less open WRVKDULQJFULWLFDOLQIRUPDWLRQ´RU³hiding behLQGWKHLUZRUGV´. The 
HQ staff, on the other hand, thoXJKW IRUHLJQ WHDPPHPEHUVZHUH³DEUXSW´³LQWUXVLYH´DQG
³DQWDJRQLVWLF´ in project meetings. Not surprisingly, our data confirm the view that although a 
shared language is being used to facilitate information exchange, people continue to use diverse 
interpretive frameworks derived from their respective language systems (Henderson, 2005). 
 
5.2. The emotional experiences with English as lingua franca 
 From a sociolinguistic perspective, individuals from one language community often 
assume certain language and speech forms as universal. When normative linguistic 
expectations are challenged in intercultural communication, this dissonance often triggers 
strong negative emotions in multicultural teams (Von Glinow et al., 2004). Confirming this 
perspective, our data show that non-native speakers felt ³stressed´ when experiencing 
difficulty in expressing their ideas precisely in a foreign language or attempting to adopt a 
different communication practice. As stated by a senior Chinese project leader:  
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³In here (HQ), when I give an LQVWUXFWLRQWRP\WHDPPHPEHU,ZLOOQRUPDOO\VD\µGRWKLVRU
GRWKDW¶DQGWKH\DUHYHU\KDSS\WRIROORZP\RUGHU+RZHYHUZKHQ,FRPPXQLFDWHthe same 
message to foreign staff, ,KDYHWRFKRRVHWKHH[SUHVVLRQVXFKDVµZHDUHH[SHFWLQJ\RXGRWKLV
RUGRWKDW¶$VDPDQDJHULWGRHVPDNH\RXIHHO\RXDUHEHJJLQJ\RXUVXERUGLQDWHVWRZRUN´ 
(#10, Chinese).  
 Similarly, when switching from a native English-spHDNLQJ FRQWH[W WR ³LQWHUQational 
(QJOLVK´ context, subsidiary personnel had to deliberately override their habitual way of using 
English in terms of vocabulary, pace of speech and accent. Such discursive changes often 
evoked intense feelings desFULEHGDV³XQFRPIRUWDEOH´³DZNZDUG´ DQG³XQQDWXUDO´. One US-
based informant described those feelings in the following way:   
³It feels quite unnatural to use different accents, speed and style of speaking in the 
teleconference with the Chinese HQ. You feel that you are speaking µagainst yourself¶ in a way. 
It is particularly awkward in the meetings with my American colleagues or clients who know 
PHYHU\ZHOO´ (#8, American).  
Rather than an aggUHJDWHDIIHFWLYHVWDWHVXFKDV³IRUHLJQODQJXDJHDQ[LHW\´ (e.g., Aichhorn & 
Puck, 2007), our data reveal more heterogeneous emotional experiences based on the 
HPSOR\HHV¶ VXEMHFWLYH DVVHVVPHQW RI ODQJXDJH VWDQGDUGL]DWLRQ in an interpersonal, cross-
cultural context of MNE communication.  
 
5.3. Language-induced emotions felt by the subsidiary personnel 
 In line with appraisal theory of emotion (Smith & Ellsworth, 1985), we identified a number 
of dominant emotions felt by the HQ and subsidiary staff respectively, described in the 
following sections.  
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5.3.1. Anger 
 In an attempt to ease foreign language anxiety, non-native English speakers often reverted 
to their mother tongue in cross-lingual communication or code-switching (Auer, 2000). We 
observed that code-switching occurred frequently in the meetings where the complexity of 
projects or technical subjects drove the HQ staff to consult with their co-workers in Chinese.  
 As the Chinese delivery team usually outnumbered the foreign on-site team, the meetings 
tended to turn into a prolonged Chinese-language discussion. Using WKHDQDORJ\RI3DQGRUD¶V
box, all the subsidiary personnel we interviewed vividly recalled the incidents in which the 
rampant code-switching excluded them from important information exchanges:  
³7KHPHHWLQJVXVXDOO\VWDUWLQ(QJOLVKEXWRQFHWKH&KLQHVHVWDUWWRGLVFXVVDWRSLFDPRQJ
WKHPVHOYHVLWLVMXVWOLNHRSHQLQJD3DQGRUD¶V%R[WKHLUFRQYHUVDWLRQFDQJRRXWRIFRQWURO
and turn the whole meeting into a Chinese talk-VKRZ´(#21 European).  
In response, anger was typically experienced by the native English speakers at the managerial 
level. A distinctive feature of anger is a perceived wrongdoing where blame goes to other 
people (Lerner & Tiedens, 2006). One top American manager described his fury when the 
Chinese managers switched to their native language without warning: 
³I sat in one project meeting that in the beginning was conducted in English. Then a few 
Chinese words popped up and the meeting suddenly turned into an entire Chinese conversation. 
When I insisted on an explanation, I was only given less than 5 or 6 sentences to cover their 
30-min talk. That was very rude as they clearly knew the English was the language of that 
PHHWLQJ´(#16, American).  
  Other native English speakers became more upset by the lack of genuine intention or 
willingness to address the negative code-switching from the Chinese HQ side. One US-based 
manager explained it with a fast, rising and forceful tone:  
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³I wrote to one Chinese project manager, asking for a case study. The email was short and 
written using plain English words. Then the email was forwarded to other Chinese project 
managers and it became a chain of Chinese correspondence back and forth. Nobody was 
bothered to translate the content for me or even ask for my view in English, the language the 
Chinese HQ waVWU\LQJWRSURPRWH´ (#14, American).  
  In sum, the angry informants appraised language barriers as the direct result of 
³XQDFFHSWDEOH´ code-switching behavior by the Chinese staff who did not follow or implement 
the English-only policy. As the anger is accompanied by a strong coping potential to rectify 
the wrongdoing (Gooty, 2009), the angry subsidiary managers tended to address code-
switching aggressively by designating one English-speaking Chinese manager as a translator, 
demanding a full meeting report in English or terminating the communication with those who 
did not stick to the corporate language policy.  
 
5.3.2. Resentment 
 Described as a repressed but the coldest form of anger (Feather & Sherman, 2002), 
resentment is a negative emotion in which the individual has no other option but to endure 
unfair treatment. Resentment was mainly felt by the subsidiary staff at the operational level 
when they were unable to enforce the English-only policy due to their newcomer status or 
situational constraints. In order to acquire the critical information in English, they had to ³show 
respect and seek favors´ from their Chinese counterparts who constantly disregarded the 
company¶V language mandate (#4 Australian). The perception that the deference HQ staff 
reaped in communication came at the cost professional value on authenticity and independence 
provides the basis for resentment (Feather & Sherman, 2002). One Australian marketing 
analyst who joined the company less than a year ago described his resentment in the following 
words:  
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³To be honest, since my role is in sales, I can only focus on the things that the Chinese HQ are 
suggesting. >«@So far I have not got enough information from the Corporate Marketing team 
in China. So when they speak to each other in Chinese, I have to put on a smiling face and to 
ask politely for their explanation in English´(#4, Australian).  
  The feeling of undeserved submission was echoed by another US-based project 
manager whose team primarily relied on the work supplied by the Chinese HQ. Given this 
dependency, she had to bottOHXSWKHDQJHULQGXFHGE\WKH³UXGH´code-switching:  
³Every time when I need information, I have to ask them [HQ staff] a favor to speak or write 
in English. Well, some Chinese colleagues told me about the importance of developing a µWKLFN
VNLQ¶LQ the Chinese culture. Yes, it helps partially. But they do not understand that I am not 
Chinese and why would I have to develop the Chinese µthick VNLQ¶ WR EHJ WKHP to use the 
language that they themselves require to use´(#10, American).  
  This Chinese code switching did not induce anger but generated resentment that lead 
to the creation of in-groups and out-groups, which became persistent and inimical to successful 
knowledge transfer. One native English speaker, who had only just taken up the position of 
marketing director in Europe explained: 
³My nationality hurts because I am culturally different. No matter how good their English is, 
they still feel more safe or comfortable interacting with each other in Chinese.  There are still 
ORWVRISHRSOHLQ+4ZKR,FDQ¶WUHDOO\WDONWR7KH\DUHLQVHQLRUSRVLWLRQs with lots of critical 
information. But they prefer speaking only Chinese. That is definitely hurtful´ (#21, European). 
 
5.3.3. Frustration 
 Frustration is an unpleasant feeling triggered by failing at something for which success is 
expected. Although someone is held responsible for the consequences, the exact cause of the 
failure is less clear (Smith & Ellsworth, 1985). According to our data, frustration occurred in 
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the situations where knowledge exchange was impaired by the disparity of the communication 
code obscured by English as lingua franca. For example, one European manager talked about 
his frustration with the ambiguity of the &KLQHVHGHOLYHU\WHDP¶VUHVSRQVHLQSURMHFWSODQQLQJ 
³When suggesting a project schedule, we often get a vague response which I cannot tell is a 
µ<(6¶RUa µ1O¶:HPLJKWWKLQNRILWDVa µ<(6¶DVQRQHRIWKH&KLQHVHWHDPPHPEHUs opposed 
the proposal but then the Chinese side does not follow the agreed plan. They tell us they 
interpreted the original timetable in a totally different way. That is quite frustrating as it causes 
the issues we are not prepared to deal with´(#20 European).   
  Another US-based project leader added that the Chinese staff were reluctant to 
communicate problems in good time. His account of one project was filled with frustration and 
disappointment: 
³There were a few bugs in the testing system, but they did not let our onsite-team or customer 
representative know about them. Then 3 days before the delivery date, and when they realized 
they could not sort out the problem themselves, they approached us and said µZHhave got a 
SUREOHP¶6RZHKDGQRFKRLFHEXWto re-run the testing system and to revise the entire program. 
Although the project was completed in the end, nobody was happy. And our project manager 
told me directly he did not want to work with that &KLQHVH GHOLYHU\ WHDP DQ\ PRUH´ (#12 
American).  
  As the ³RWKHU-EODPH´ emotion, frustration exacerbated negative evaluations of the 
&KLQHVH WHDP¶V FRPSHWHQFH DQG PRWLYDWLRQ LQ FURVV-lingual communication. Several 
informants considered their Chinese counterparts quite ³messy´ in fixing a project timetable 
(#5 Australian) or possibly ³too lazy´ to deliver the allocated work against a challenging but 
agreed deadline (#10 American). In addition, given the disparity of communication 
conventions that were difficult to detect and to overcome, the frustrated native speakers tended 
to develop intense feelings RI³KHOSOHVVQHVV´ after repeated communication breakdowns. In 
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such an emotional state, individuals believe attribution of responsibility is less relevant as 
nothing can be done to repair communication (Frijda, 1986). Thus, over time, the frustrated 
subsidiary personnel ceased their communicative effort and passively engaged in collaboration. 
This is illustrated in the following quotation: 
³I repeated many times, in simple English, that I prefer them [the Chinese delivery teams] to 
bring any problems to my attention rather than to try to solve them on their own. Unless you 
remind them 24/7, they still like to keep the problems to WKHPVHOYHV´(#20 European).  
Our data further suggest that language differences WKZDUWHGWKHVXEVLGLDU\SHUVRQQHO¶V
psychological need for individual competence and autonomy in the MNE knowledge transfer. 
In our interviews, foreign managers at all levels often mentioned that the case company 
provided untapped potential to utilize their technical and managerial expertise. For example, 
one top Australian project manager, who had worked for many prestigious I.T. companies, 
emphasized the impact he could make on the emerging multinational:  
³My decision is based on the potential for business development. [...] For me, this company 
has 23,000 employees as well as fantastic clients. I would like to see how I can get my hands 
on these capabilities, and help this company grow not just in Australia, but as a truly global 
FRPSDQ\´ (#3 Australian).  
7KH HPSKDVLV RQ ³FRPSHWHQFH´ DQG ³FRQWURO´ mutually reinforced the professional 
LPDJHRIDQ³,7FRQVXOWDQW´ as a self-determining, ambitious, change-driven agent. Rather 
than leaving because of the feeling of losing power (e.g., Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000), 
knowledge transfer became the most prominent way for the subsidiary staff to gain ³SHUVRQDO
YLVLELOLW\´ DQG ³LQIOXHQFH´ in the Chinese multinational. Once the objective of individual 
accomplishment was threatened by the language barrier in the MNE knowledge transfer 
process, intense negative emotions (e.g., anger, resentment, frustration and sadness) naturally 
occurred, and provided those self-reliant I.T. professionals with the adaptive strategy to assess 
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and address their communication issues.  Our findings are consistent with the argument that 
people from ³QRQ-conforming-to-group-norms´ cultures tend to experience ego-focused 
emotions due to the independent self-construal (Markus & Kitayama, 1991).  
 
5.4. Language-induced emotions felt by HQ personnel 
5.4.1. Shame 
Shame arises in the situation in which an individual has done something wrong (Smith 
& Ellsworth, 1985) or failed to display a specific behavior in a social context (Tangney, 1992). 
The distinctive IHDWXUHRIVKDPHLVWKDW³an objectionable behavior is seen as reflecting, more 
generally, a defective, objectionable self´. With this painful self-scrutiny, shamed people feel 
DVHQVHRI³VKULQNLQJ´³EHLQJVPDOO´DQGRI³EHLQJULGLFXOHG´E\DQLQWHUQDOL]ed observing 
³RWKHU´ (Tangey et al., 1996, p.1257).  
Shame was often experienced by the managers who are unable to express their ideas in 
English, particularly in verbal communication such as a video conference call or a project 
presentation. Feelings of shame were described by one project manager when recalling a 
presentation he made for account managers and clients in the US.  
³When I began to introduce my team in English, I suddenly felt my tongue was held up and I 
FRXOGQ¶W remember the things I prepared. I felt humiliated when my team were looking at me 
on my side and the silence I got from the American side. Then I managed to finish the 
presentation but I could not remember what I had said.´ (#11, Chinese).  
Another manager highlighted the feeling of shame when she failed to live up to the expectations 
from the team in cross-lingual business communication:  
³I was so nervous that I could not speak properly to a group of the American sales managers 
about the projects we have done. I felt I suddenly lost my charm and became an extremely shy 
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person instead of a confident, articulated and likable professional who can represent our team. 
I felt I had disappointed my team as well as myself´(#26 Chinese).   
It can be inferred from the above quotes that not speaking good English was perceived by the 
Chinese staff as a personal flaw and demonstrated becoming incapable and unlikable in the 
eyes of their colleagues.  
The tendency for such harsh self-criticism also impacted on Chinese staff who could 
speak English well: 
³In school and at the university, we were told by the teachers to learn correct grammar first 
in order to write or to speak proper English.  It is the same in the office where you are expected 
to speak or to write perfect English when communicating with the native speakers. Otherwise, 
you will become the laughing stock or ridiculed by other colleagues.´ (#25, Chinese).  
Interestingly, when asked, there was no shared agreement on the QDWXUH RI ³SHUIHFW
(QJOLVK´ that a competent and sociable employee was expected to demonstrate. While some 
HPSKDVL]HG³JUDPPDUZRUGVVWUXFWXUH´RWKHUs mentioned the ³VW\OHDFFHQWDQGLQWRQDWLRQ´. 
A general view was that their language ability would be implicitly or publicly judged by others. 
In line with Kitayama et al. (1997, p.1254), the fuzzy attributes of perfect English indicate ³D
SUDFWLFDOLPSRVVLELOLW\´ to achieve the ideal image of a good English-speaker, which in turn 
reinforces the tendency for self-criticism and feelings of shame.  
Given its painful and harsh rejection of RQH¶Vcore self, shame leads to the desire to hide 
away from the humiliating experience (Tangney et al., 1996). The Chinese employees who felt 
shameful about their English language skills tended to avoid communicating with the native 
English speakers and at the same time they inflicted a self-directed anger for not putting 
adequate efforts into learning English.  
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However, the employees who experienced shame often exaggerated the importance of 
language proficiency in knowledge exchange at the expense of their professional expertise. As 
one experienced Chinese project manager stated:  
³If I know I cannot use very good English to express my view on certain technical issues, I will 
not comment on it even if I perfectly know where the problem is. The poor English only creates 
more confusion and misunderstandings. So the safHVWZD\LVQRWWRVSHDNDWDOO´ (#1 Chinese). 
Thus, the experience of shame can better explain why the inferior proficiency in the corporate 
lingua franca might distort self-evaluation of professional expertise in knowledge transfer as 
reported in the previous literature (e.g., Vaara et al., 2005; Tenzer & Pudelko, 2017).  
 
5.4.2. Indebtedness 
 ,QGHEWHGQHVVLVGHILQHGDV³a state RIREOLJDWLRQWRUHSD\DQRWKHU´, which arises from norm 
of reciprocity (Greenberg, 1980, p.4). It is associated with negative feelings such as 
³GLVFRPIRUW´ ³XQHDVLQHVV´ DQG³XSVHW´. When the expected return is perceived to be high, 
unpleasant feeling of indebtedness becomes more intense (Watkins et al., 2006).  
 According to our data, indebtedness occured mainly during written communication where 
the Chinese staff felt that they could not supply the same amount of information (i.e., case 
studies, white paper, sales reports, competitor analysis) that they requested from the subsidiary. 
A lack of the necessary English skills to codify tacit knowledge in English was perceived as 
the main reason for this asymmetry. A comment from one senior manager who has been 
working in the Chinese HQ for 16 years captures this point:  
³Most of our executives used to be top managers of the successful MNEs such as HP or 
Microsoft and they clearly know about the benefits of knowledge management system for I.T. 
service companies. The issue is who is able to translate and organize our capabilities in the 
Chinese HQ into a knowledge system in the language and style our foreign colleagues find 
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XVHIXO´ (#27, Chinese).   
Echoing this view, PRVW&KLQHVHLQIRUPDQWVIRXQG³JHWWLQJWKHVWRU\RXWRIRQH¶V KHDG´ 
already difficult in itself and it was even more difficult if it had to be done in a foreign language. 
As knowledge transfer assumed some level of reciprocity, the obligation to repay a similar 
quantity and quality of information seemed too much for the Chinese employees, and it lead to 
unpleasant feeling of indebtedness. For instance, one Chinese manager talked about the felt 
discomfort in asking for more sales supporting documents before she could repay the favor:  
³I contacted Ana in Europe asking for a case study on machine translation for Microsoft MSN 
project. She was very nice and provided me with the relevant material very quickly. One month 
later, she kindly helped me with another case study of Microsoft Bing Project. However, just a 
few weeks ago, I needed some materials from her team again. I really felt discomfort to bother 
her again as I have not helped her with any documents. I felt I owHGWRRPXFKGHEWWRKHU´ 
(#10 Chinese).  
  $VDQLQWHJUDOSDUWRI³IDFHJLYLQJDQGVDYLQJ´ in interpersonal relationships (Yang, 
1994), the expectation of reciprocity was particularly high for the Chinese employees. In the 
words of the Chinese informants, failure to repay RQH¶VKHOSwould be labeled as ³%X<DR/LDQ´ 
(³,GRQ¶WFDUHDERXWRQH¶VDQGRWKHU¶VIDFH´RU³0HL;LQ*DQJ´ (³black heart´). As a result, a 
narrow ³WLW-for-WDW´ mentality associated with indebtedness constrained the ChLQHVH VWDII¶V
options on with whom they could communicate and when. As stated by one of the Chinese 
informants:  
³I will not actively ask for information or other resources from those foreign colleagues unless 
I know I can do the same for them in a similar situation´ (#9 Chinese).  
This is in accordance with Watkins et al. (2009) who found that the emotion of indebtedness 
tends to reduce uncomfortable obligations by avoiding more help in the future. Interestingly, 
some of the subsidiary staff found WKHWHUP³LQGHEWHGQHVV´ difficult to understand. While a few 
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top foreign managers were familiar with this emotion, they believed that this feeling was 
unnecessary in business communication, even if it involved good intentions to show 
consideration and to accept obligations.  
Our data further reveal that language difference thwarted WKH +4 SHUVRQQHO¶V
psychological need for relatedness to others from the knowledge transfer. Many Chinese 
informants believed that knowledge exchange also involved genuine care, long-term 
UHODWLRQVKLSEXLOGLQJDQGLGHQWLILFDWLRQZLWKDJURXS7KLVLVLQOLQHZLWK&KXDHWDO¶V
p. 504) observation that the ChinesH HPSOR\HHV DUH PRUH OLNHO\ WR ³mix social-emotional 
concerns with instrumental concerns in the workplace interactLRQ´. The focus on relatedness 
also echoed WKH SURIHVVLRQDO LGHQWLW\ RI ³team-driven, modest, supportive I.T. outsourcing 
SURJUDPPHU´. Knowledge sharing was perceived to be learning process where individual goals 
were fulfilled via social interaction and relations with other group members. As the language 
barrier caused difficulties in theVH WHDP ZRUNHUV¶ DWWHPSW WR EXLOG FRQQHFWLRQV DQG to be 
understood by others, intHQVHQHJDWLYH HPRWLRQV VXFKDV ³VKDPH´DQG³LQGHEWHGQHVV´ were 
naturally evoked.  
 
5.5. The impact of cultural predisposition on emotions generated in intercultural 
communication. 
In the light of the above discussion we argue that culture affects the emotions generated 
in intercultural communication through cultural predisposition of the protagonists. This is in 
line with the central proposition concerning the core appraisal dimensions that what constitutes 
discrete emotion is universal, but the appraisal focus varies culturally (Mesquita & Ellsworth, 
2001). The cultural predisposition will affect the nature of psychological contract that 
individuals will have in the process of language standardization, as exemplified by the contrast 
EHWZHHQ WKH ³FRQIRUPLQJ-to-group-QRUPV´ FXOWXUHV DV UHSUHVHQWHG E\ WKH &KLQHVH DQG WKH
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³QRQ-conforming-to-group-QRUPV´FXOWXUHVDVUHSUHVHQWHGE\WKHQDWLYH(QJOLVKVSHDNHUV 
The Chinese employees treated a psychological contract with their peer group as more 
important than the one with the firm, and therefore they did not adhere to the requirement of 
speaking English. This is in line with Peng et al. (2016) who found that Chinese emotional 
reaction towards a violation of a psychological contract is more spontaneously aroused from 
their specific interactions with their partners rather than based on calculative judgement of their 
exchange relationship with the organization. This is due to their cultural emphasis on the self 
as a social interdependent entity. As demonstrated in the previous section, Chinese respondents 
WHQGHGWRGLVSOD\³IDFHVDYLQJ´DQG³IDFHJLYLQJ´EHKDYLRUVDQGWKH\IHOWVKDPHLIWKHVHZHUH
disturbed. 7KH³LQGHEWHGQHVV´LVDJRRGH[DPSOHRIKRZLQGLYLGXDO¶V inability to employ the 
lingua franca interfered with his or her ability to reciprocate to the other party. The indebtedness 
is something that is specific to the Chinese culture and in this example, it directly interfered 
with intercultural communication process as the protagonists felt the shame of their poor 
English proficiency, which prevented them from reciprocating the knowledge. They also faced 
difficulty in expressing their ideas relating to hierarchy in English. For example, a Chinese 
project leader had to adapt their communication style to a more consultative one while speaking 
to non-Chinese colleagues, which would not be the case while communicating with their 
Chinese subordinates. Our findings are consistent with the argument that people from 
³conforming-to-group-norms´cultures tend to experience other-focused emotions due to the 
inter-dependent self-construal (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). The implication of this that their 
appraisal tendency would be predisposed to intersubjective harmony, self-effacing attribution 
and wilOLQJQHVVWRDGMXVWWRRWKHUVOHDGLQJWRD³K\SHU-FRJQL]HG´RWKHU-focused emotion with 
low activation (Niiya et al., 2006; Miyamoto & Ma, 2011; Sims & Tsai, 2015).  
By contrast people from ³non-conforming-to-group-norms´cultures would expect to 
the psychological contract between the employees and the firm to be adhered to and for 
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everyone in the company to use English as formally agreed. They would strive for  independent 
selfhood and their habitual appraisal would be primed towards personal pleasantness 
(Kitayama et al., 2000), self-serving attribution (Imada & Ellsworth, 2011), and readiness to 
influence others (Tsai et al., 2007), thus giving rise to pervasive self-focused emotions (Eid & 
Diener, 2001; Kitayama et al., 2006; Tsai et al., 2006). This was evident in the statements from 
VXEVLGLDU\ VWDII ZKR IHOW UHVHQWPHQW WRZDUGV WKH ³LQ-JURXS´ DQG ³RXW-JURXS´ DWWLWXGH RI
Chinese staff who tended to speak Chinese amongst themselves and thus to exclude their non-
Chinese speaking colleagues. The non-Chinese staff also expressed their frustration with their 
Chinese colleagues for not sharing problems as they have arisen, but instead hiding them until 
WKH YHU\ ODVW PRPHQW 7KLV GHPRQVWUDWHV WKH ³non-conforming-to-group-normV´ FXOWXUHV
psychological need for individual competence and autonomy. 
 
5.6. The role of individual cognitive capability in responding to negative language-induced 
emotions. 
In line with Gross & Thompson (2007), we define cognitive capability as individual 
skills to reappraise the cognitive meaning of a specific intercultural communication event. The 
purpose is to attain a more positive emotional state as a basis towards achieving the strategic 
objectives of the communication. Our data suggest that this cognitive capability derived from 
³hierarchical position´ ³SHUVRQDO FRQQHFWLRQ´ DQG ³LQWHUQDWLRQDO H[SHULHQFH´. These three 
experiential assets enhanced self-perceived efficacy to attend, understand and alter the 
emotionally burdensome incidents triggered by language mandate (Elfenbein, 2007; 
Loewenstein, 2007).  We identified the cognitive capabilities of interest, compassion and 
challenge as those utilized by MNE employees to facilitate intercultural communication.  
 
5.6.1. Interest  
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 Interest is a psychological state of engaging with a particular situation that is appraised as 
unfamiliar, complex but comprehensible with focused attention (Silvia, 2005). Through 
repeated exposure to the events with similar attributes, ³situational interest´ could develop as 
an enduring trait-like epistemic curiosity with certain activities or ³personal interest´, 
stimulating more engagement with the object of interest (Hidi & Renninger, 2006). Acting as 
a cognitive defense to anxious feelings towards what is not familiar (Silvia, 2005), interest 
helped our interviewees to experience communication disruptions caused by a common 
language as less stressful and more intriguing to explore. When asked about the experience of 
working with the Chinese colleagues, one top European manager highlighted the value of 
language and cultural diversity:  
³Generally speaking, I am relatively curious. I think it is quite interesting to talk to people 
from different countries with different backgrounds. I do not see working with Chinese 
managers as a problem but rather as an opportunity to get to know a different culture and 
language´ (#20 European). 
  With organizational power afforded by seniority, this top European manager has 
organized a number of formal communication training sessions based on the real examples of 
intercultural, cross-lingual interaction that he and his Chinese counterparts have collected. 
While being asked about his own strategies, he explained the situated communication style:  
³When interacting with my Chinese colleagues, I am quite diplomatic most of the time, I try to 
bring up different opinions and to list pros and cons. >«@ But when it comes to key issues such 
as agreed deadlines, project blueprint and basic quality standards, I am very clear, specific 
DQGVWUDLJKWIRUZDUG« My communication style is not rigid but more in line with the nature of 
the WDVN´ (#20 European).  
 
5.6.2. Compassion 
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 &RPSDVVLRQ ³DULVHV LQ ZLWQHVVLQJ DQRWKHU¶V suffering and that motivates a subsequent 
desire to help´ (Lerner et al., 2010, p.351). Thus, compDVVLRQLVRIWHQGHVFULEHGDVD³FDUH-
WDNLQJ´ social intuition (Oveis et al., 2010). Compassion can be inferred from the statement of 
one US-based manager:  
³When I set up conference call with the managers and engineers in a delivery team, I got the 
feeling that they were struggling to express themselves in English. I would say OK, you can 
speak Chinese. I was not offended. But once you talk in Chinese, let me know the content of 
your discussion as much as you caQ´ (#12 American).  
 The negative tension caused by the potential code switching was reduced by the manager 
taking the perspective of non-native English speakers which helped to transform anger into 
empathy. Tolerance and adaptation displayed by the sympathetic native speakers were 
particularly appreciated by the Chinese staff with low English fluency who, in turn, worked 
hard to maintain a positive communication experience with their foreign colleagues. In 
speaking about his American colleagues, a Chinese informant remarked:  
³Although English is an official working language for cross-unit interaction, 95 per cent of 
staff in the company are the Chinese who prefer talking Chinese with each other. When you 
see the American colleagues are trying their best to share their ideas by putting us at ease with 
[speaking] English, I think we should practice English as much as we can, and show our 
intention to involve thHPLQWKHFRPSDQ\FRPPXQLFDWLRQV´ (#18 Chinese).  
 Given that compassion often entails mutual perspective-taking, our data suggest personal 
connections tended to promote empathic intercultural communication (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). 
As explained by many of our interviewees, the trust built with their distant co-workers over 
time created a safe atmosphere where low- and high-fluency English speakers could talk about 
DQGXQGHUVWDQGHDFKRWKHU¶VHPRWLRQVZLWKRXWDQ\IHDURUHPEDUUDVVPHQW7KLVLVLQOLQHwith 
the previous empirical research demonstrating the cognitive as well as emotional value of social 
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interdependency in regulating individual emotions (Rime, 2009). One European manager, for 
instance, noted:  
³Sherry Wu or Victory Wang is my go-to-guy when I need information on how the Chinese 
delivery team gets on with the work. As our relationship is getting stronger, we begin to share 
our feelings as well DV WKRXJKWV DERXW RWKHU WHDP PHPEHU¶V IHHOLQJs towards cross-unit 
collaboration under the English-only policy. Now, they are my eyes in China to see how the 
Chinese side actually feels and thinks when communicating with us. And I become their eyes 
in Spain´ (#18, European).  
 
 
5.6.3. Challenge 
As in FDVH RI ³VKDPH´, HQ staff who experienced ³challenge´ also reported some 
embarrassing language-related situations ± such as referring to a foreign male colleague as a 
³VKH´XVLQJWRRPDQ\³WKDQNV´LQan email and being ³WRRQHUYRXVWRVSHDNRXW´. However, 
they did not perceive these deficiencies as involving deep-seated flaws to self and to an ideal 
external sanction. Instead, their evaluation was more specific to knowledge sharing and more 
personally tailored, thus distracting their attention away from the anxiety of using perfect 
English. Consider the following statement:  
 
³For me, the ultimate purpose of writing an email in English is to get the message across. I 
would not worry too much if the words are elegant or grammar is absolutely right. However, 
before I send an email, I will make sure it has no spelling errors and that it can be easily 
understood´(#3 Chinese).  
 
Most of these interviewees had visited the host countries and believed that native 
English speakers were more forgiving when English is spoken by non-natives: 
³My one-year study in the UK taught me that native English speaker[s]  can understand what 
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I want to express even [when] I may struggle with some words or make mistakes with grammar. 
To some extent, they are more tolerant than some non-native speakers who tend to pick up or 
get confused by minor erroUV´ (#7 Chinese).  
Based on the above discussions, the Chinese informants who reported challenge were more 
task-focused in the context of using English for knowledge sharing. Thus they tended to 
reframe their failure to speak perfect English as a mistake from which they could learn. Such a 
challenge motivates staff to spend time and effort to learn language skills for more effective 
knowledge sharing. Based on the above findings, we argue that the relationship between 
cultural predisposition and the efficacy of intercultural communication is mediated by the 
LQGLYLGXDO¶Vcognitive capability. 
 
5.7. Emotional influence on individual communication behavior 
Emotions, even the negative ones, inform individuals of impending problems or 
opportunities (Ekman, 1992), allow flexibility in response to interpretation of an event and 
choice of behavior (Scherer, 1984), and provide heuristics to regulate an individual¶V 
relationship with their social environment (Keltner & Haidt, 1999). However, few empirical 
studies have investigated the consequences of emotions on the communication behavior of 
MNE staff (Aichhorn & Puck, 2017). The analysis of our qualitative data have revealed that 
emotions provide individuals with a shortcut to address language barriers in a way that is 
consistent with the adaptive theme of experienced emotions. This heuristic becomes more 
important for the individuals to make informed decisions and judgments arising from the 
uncertainty of intercultural communications %UDQQHQ)URP WKHFRPSDQ\¶VSRLQWRI
view, the emotions, particularly the QHJDWLYHRQHVDSSHDUEH³irratiRQDO´ as they might discount 
the value of transferred information (Anger), breed suspicion towards a foreign colleague 
(Resentment) and amplify the perceived threat from a cross-border collaboration (Isolation). 
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They are fundamentally rational for the individuals who address language barriers in relation 
to their own goals, preferences and resources.  
Given these relational characteristics, emotions entail stronger motivational forces and 
thus explain the heterogeneity of individual intercultural communication behavior better than 
cognitive feature such as absorptive capacity (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990), tolerance for 
ambiguity (Szulanski, 1996) or problem-solving style (Bhagat et al., 2002). For example, 
although both sides acknowledged the hidden language barrier with English as lingua franca, 
managers who experienced interest tended to perceive language difference as an opportunity 
in contrast to those resentful colleagues who perceived language as a problem which could not 
be solved. This finding confirms the aUJXPHQWWKDWHPRWLRQLVDOZD\V³DUHVSRQVHWRPHDQLQJ´ 
and that cognition acts as a precursor to emotional response (Lazarus, 1991, p. 824). We 
therefore argue that an iQGLYLGXDO¶V HPRWLRQV mediate the relationship between language 
standardization and the outcomes of intercultural communication. 
 
5.8. The intermediating role of emotions in intercultural communication. 
In this paper we bring together the psychological theory of emotion and the cultural 
variation of emotional experience literatures to explain the role of emotions in intercultural 
communication processes. We argue that emotion plays an intermediating role in that process 
and that it is culturally rather than individually embedded. Integrating these two strands of 
literature enables us to identify two types of effects in intercultural communication. These are: 
First order effects which arise from the individual protagonist¶V cultural predisposition to 
particular emotions (cultural variation of emotional experience) and second order effects which 
are interactive effects as protagonists respond to the specific behavior in the ³RWKHU´ culture 
(the psychological theory of emotions).  Based on the previous literature and the findings of 
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our qualitative study, we therefore include emotion as an intermediary role in the process of 
intercultural communication as presented in Figure 2 below. 
 
Insert Figure 2 about here 
 
Our findings are based on an interpretive research paradigm that there is no unique 
social reality which can be objectively established. Cultural predisposition and the experiences 
of the protagonists must be studied in order to understand and reconcile the subjective 
interpretations of the protagonists on both sides in intercultural communication. As 
demonstrated by Fiske et al. (1997), cultural meanings complement and inform basic 
psychological processes, which in turn generate and reinforce these specific cultural meanings 
and practices. Our findings accord with this approach while demonstrating the divergent 
subjective interpretations of the two sides of intercultural communication. Our empirical data 
show that emotions are created on both sides (i.e., native and non-native English speakers) in 
the process of language standardization and we interpret this phenomenon according to the 
theory building mission of this paper, summarized within our framework. 
 
6. Discussion and conclusions 
Our study contributes to theory by resolving the conflicting findings in the existing 
empirical literature which argues that language standardization either facilitates or inhibits 
effective intercultural business communication. We provide a framework within which 
intercultural business communication takes place when language is standardized. We argue 
that emotions are generated not only on the side of non-native English speakers but also on the 
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side of native English speakers. Our study indicates that in some circumstances language 
standardization may generate more barriers than it removes in both the short and long run. In 
the short run, i.e. a specific instance of intercultural communication may be impeded by 
language standardization. In the long run, this may damage the willingness of the protagonists 
to share information.    
While previous studies have highlighted the role of emotions in changing individual 
communication behavior (Aichhorn & Puck, 2017), the nature and the function of these 
emotions have not been fully explained. We argue that emotions play an important 
intermediating role in intercultural communication processes. We integrate the psychological 
theory of emotion and cultural variation of emotional experience literature and are able to 
explain individual emotional responses to English as a corporate lingua franca within the MNE 
knowledge transfer which we treat as an act of intercultural communication (research question 
1).  
We argue that language standardization in a firm triggers emotional responses which 
can be analyzed as playing an intermediary role between the act of standardizing language and 
its effects on achieving organizational goals, reducing costs and building communities. We 
further argue that these emotional responses are culturally embedded as they are both culturally 
predisposed as well as a response to the specific behavior in the other culture (research question 
2). This accounts for the previously conflicting findings in the literature on language 
standardization. 
Our research shows that emotions are triggered by the relative language proficiency 
and communication style differences and they are felt by both native and non-native speakers 
as tension. As individuals with different cultural backgrounds proceed to appraise their 
potential to address language standardization, the felt tension develops into a cultural 
predisposition towards discrete emotional experiences DQG LQIOXHQFHV WKH LQGLYLGXDO¶V
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intercultural communication behavior in the way that is consistent with the appraisal themes of 
the triggered emotion. Our study generates wider questions and understandings of the role of 
emotions in intercultural communication. By examining the process of how employees in 
multinationals feel about language standardization, our study not only highlights the 
multifaceted nature of language in MNE operation (Brannen et al., 2014), but it also explains 
when and how language difference matters (Janssens et al., 2004). Our findings have several 
theoretical implications.  
Intercultural Communication: Despite its centrality to MNE operation, intercultural 
business communication has received only limited attention in the mainstream IB literature. 
Influenced by intercultural communication theory (i.e., Hall, 1976), extant research on MNE 
communication primarily focuses on the challenge of meaning co-construction due to the 
cultural knowledge, language difference and communication style (Nardon, 2011). However, 
the emotional component of intercultural, cross-lingual communication has not been addressed 
explicitly. To fill this gap, our research uses MNE knowledge transfer as an act of intercultural 
communication where the asymmetry of corporate language proficiency set up a salient 
functional and psychological condition for intense emotional reactions (Hinds et al., 2014).  
We provide a model by which emotion is generated where there is an impediment to 
communication between individuals across cultures. As our data show, the disruptive 
communication behaviors such as code switching or communication avoidance develop from 
the spontaneous but ³adaptive reactions´ that characterize the felt emotions. If those emotions 
are not put in check, the higher order of thinking including attribution, judgement, and decision 
making will be distorted (Volk et al., 2014). Thus, our research supports that argument that the 
ability to regulate emotions is the gate-keeper of intercultural communication process 
(Matsumoto & Takeuchi, 1998).  
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Language research in IB:  Our study also contributes to the current debate on using 
English as lingua franca. Previous research suggests that a strong foreign language anxiety 
experienced by non-native English speakers interrupts the content and relationship dimension 
of communication (Aichhorn & Puck, 2017). However, our results show that this anxiety was 
also experienced by native speakers or employees with advanced English competence in the 
context of knowledge transfer. Consistent with the literature on emotional contagion (Hatfield 
et al., 1994), a high degree of workflow inter-dependence might amplify the chances of picking 
up emotions from other people via unconscious mimicry. However, to understand and 
communicate the right emotions in multicultural, multilingual MNE context became quite 
challenging, thus often leading to negative emotional cycles as previous research suggests.  
Following this line of inquiry, we unpack the language-induced anxiety into discrete 
emotional experiences with distinctive triggers and consequences. Specifically, we found that 
these emotions are partly culturally shaped and are a response to the specific behavior in the 
other culture. Following primary and secondary appraisal in emotion theory (Frijda, 1993), we 
further theorize that anxiety is a first order response provoking emotion in the other party as a 
second order reaction. This distinction helps us to understand how and when language-induced 
emotions could have positive or negative outcomes given the specific context. 
6.1. Limitations and suggestions for future study 
Despite its contributions, there are several limitations of this study that call for further 
exploration. First, we focus on the emotional experience emerging from the communication 
between HQ and subsidiaries. As the Chinese MNE evolves, more communication will be 
exchanged among the subsidiaries themselves (Bjorkman et al., 2004; Mudambi & Navarra, 
2004). Previous research has indicated that the direction of MNE knowledge flow often entails 
different purposes, strategies and implementation processes (Minbaeva et al., 2003; Buckley et 
al., 2006). It can be predicted that individuals will display different types of emotions when 
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they are interacting with colleagues from other subsidiaries. Future research could explicitly 
investigate the link between language-induced emotions and specific types of MNE 
communication.  
Second, this research is a qualitative single case study with a small number of 
interviews. Although the aim of the qualitative case study is geared to theoretical generalization 
(Yin, 2009), the theoretical insights require further empirical testing in other international 
business contexts, possibly using survey data.  
Third, we were not able to deal with internal variability in social background in both 
native English and Chinese speakers but this would be an interesting avenue to be explored by 
future research, for example in terms of how local dialects might have caused variations in 
emotional responses of the interviewees. 
Fourth, our case company is an unsophisticated firm and consequently the 
prHGRPLQDQFHRIQHJDWLYHHPRWLRQVWKDWHPHUJHGIURPRXUGDWDFRXOGEHDUHVXOWRIWKHILUP¶V
lack of international experience and cultural awareness. Future studies might explore language 
standardization in PRUHVRSKLVWLFDWHGILUPV¶FRQWH[WV and the emotional responses it generates.   
Finally, the measurement and explanation of emotional experience is a challenging 
research endeavor. Although the qualitative case study method, backed up with Nvivo software, 
enables a better matching between the core appraisal GLPHQVLRQVRIHPRWLRQDQGLQWHUYLHZHH¶V
narrative account, multiple ways to measure emotion such as decoding of facial/vocal 
expressions, physiological measurement of bodily change and even neuro-imaging of brain 
activity might be considered (Lewis et al., 2008) . This could significantly enhance the internal 
validity of empirical research in international business. 
6.2. Managerial implications  
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Our study demonstrates that using English as lingua franca generates emotional stress 
not only in non-native but also in native English speakers. This means that emotions generated 
as a response to language standardization in the context of knowledge transfer can lead to 
variety of outcomes in intercultural communication. The utility of our framework is that it 
generates the need for contingency planning by the managers in MNEs, because while the 
specific outcomes cannot be anticipated, it can be expected that the imposition of a common 
language will generate emotions on both sides, if not effectively managed (as exemplified in 
the case of our firm under investigation). Our findings therefore suggest a number of important 
managerial implications for multinational enterprises who wish to improve the quality of their 
intercultural communication.  
First, the cognitive capability aspects intermediating the relationship between cultural 
SUHGLVSRVLWLRQDQGWKHHIILFDF\RIDQLQGLYLGXDO¶VLQWHUFXOWXUDOFRPPXQLFDWLRQ demonstrate the 
need for a strategic choice of the right people to be in a position where they can be cultural 
intermediaries in intercultural communication, i.e., individuals who would be familiar with 
both cultures. Greater familiarity can be expected to enhance greater accuracy and efficacy in 
the recognition of emotions in the intercultural setting.  
Second, our study shows that anxiety is an LQGLYLGXDO¶V QDWXUDO initial response in 
dealing with intercultural communication and therefore multinationals can help managers and 
employees to understand better the tensions arising from the language mandate. Multinational 
enterprises FDQSURYLGHWUDLQLQJWDLORUHGWRWKHLQGLYLGXDOV¶FXOWXUDOEDFNJURXQGVRWKDWWKH\
will not feel overwhelmed by the imposition of a common language (e.g., preparation, not 
taking things personally, etc).  
Third, our study identifies the dominant types of emotions and their influence on 
intercultural business communication. Multinational enterprises can use these findings as a 
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starting-point to strategically ³cool down´ some emotions or ³warm up´ (bring out) others to 
enhance the effectiveness of global collaboration.  
Fourth, language standardization can only be successful when supported by adequate 
intercultural communication training. Our study indicates that such training should be tailored 
to individuals according to their cultural predisposition. ,QFDVHRI³QRQ-conforming-to-group-
QRUPV´FXOWXUHV IRUPDOFXOWXUDODZDUHQHVV WUDLQLQJZRXOGEHDGYLVDEOHZKLOH LQ WKHFDVHRI
³Fonforming-to-group-QRUPV´FXOWXUHVLQWHUFXOWXUDODZDUHQHVVVKRXOGEHGHYHORSHGLQPRUH
indirect ways through socialization. Good management needs to recognize the importance of 
socialization and bringing people from different cultures together to facilitate tacit knowledge 
transfer, which is essential for the protagonists to be able to interpret the emotional meaning of 
what is being communicated.  
Fifth, the long run implications of our theorizing are that intervention is needed by top 
management to address the damage caused by WKHHPSOR\HHV¶unwillingness to communicate 
across cultural boundaries and WRSUHYHQW³FXOWXUDOLQVXODWLRQ´  
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Figure 1  
Representation of Received Theory: The Standard Model of Language Standardization 
Underlying the Intercultural Communication Process within an MNE. 
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Figure 2  
Theory Extension: Intermediary Role of Emotions in Language Standardization 
Underlying the Intercultural Communication Process within an MNE. 
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Table 1: Profile of Subsidiary Interviewees 
Interview  
Number 
Nationality Job Title Level Tenure 
(Year/Month) 
Business Unit Previous work 
1 Australian Marketing Manager Middle 1.5 BG6 Project Manager 
2 Australian HR Director Top 1.5 BG6 Chief Operating Officer 
3 Australian Associate Vice President Top 3.7 BG6 Senior  Manager 
4 Australian  Sales representative  Operating 1  BG6 Managing Director 
5 Australian  Developer  Operating 0.9 BG6 Data Integration specialist 
6 Australian Account Manager Middle 1 BG6 Technical Lead 
7 Australian  Senior Vice President Top 3 BG6 Chief Executive Officer 
8 American  Testing Manager Operating 1  BG3 Principle Testing Manager 
9 American  Delivery Manager Operating 1 BG3 Project Manager 
10 American UX Manager Middle  4.5 BG3 Market analysts 
11 American  Sales director Middle 1  BG2 Business Director 
12 American Chief officer of POM Top 4 BG3 Project Manager 
13 American Marketing Analyst  Operating 1.9 Marketing Internship in PR 
14 American IT manager Middle 3.5 BG1 Technology coordinator 
15 American Sales director  Middle 1.8 BG1 Marketing director 
16 American Senior delivery director  Top 2.2 BG4 IT consult 
17 European (Finnish) Sale representative Operating 1.2 BG2 Account Manager 
18 European (Spanish) Head of Vendor Manager Middle 2.5 PGS Vendor Manager 
19 European (Spanish) Director of translation  Middle 2.5 PGS Delivery manager 
20 European (Swedish) Associated vice president  Top 3 PGS Senior director of PGS 
21 European (German) Sales Representative  Operating 2 PGD Sales 
22 European (British)  General Manager  in Europe  Top 2 SBU Chief executive officer 
23 European (British) Sales Representative Operating 1 SBU Sales assistant 
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Table 2: Profile of HQ Interviewees.  
Interview  
Number 
Nationality Job Title Level Tenure 
(Year/Month) 
Business Unit Previous work 
1 Chinese Project Management Middle 7 PGS Freelance Translator 
2 Chinese Translation Production Lead Middle 6 PGS Translator  
3 Chinese  Team Manager Middle 5 PGS Translation Lead 
4 Chinese Vendor Management Middle 5 PGS Vendor Management 
5 Chinese Project Lead Operating 1 PGS Translator 
6 Chinese Project Lead Operating 3 PGS Project Assistant 
7 Chinese Vendor Management  Operating 3.5 PGS I.T. and Management  
8 Chinese  Associate VP of Business solutions Top 2 BG2 Firmware Architect 
9 Chinese Manager of Business Solution Middle 6 BG2  Delivery Manager 
10 Chinese Presales Middle 4 BG2 QA Lead 
11 Chinese Account Manager Middle  5 BG2 Software Architect 
12 Chinese Presales Operating 5 BG2 IT Testing Engineer  
13 Chinese UX Designer Operating  1 BG2 Website designer 
14 Chinese Market assistant Operating 1.2 Marketing Marketing   
15 Chinese  Market analyst  Operating  2 Marketing Market assistant  
16 Chinese  Market Director  Middle  2 Marketing  Marketing Manager  
17 Chinese Associate VP  Top 3 Marketing  Market analyst  
18 Chinese Senior VP of Business development  Top 3 BG3 Co-founder of an I.T. firm 
19 Chinese VP of strategic client Top 3 BG3 Co-founder of an I.T. firm 
20 Chinese  Associate VP of Business  Top 4 BG3 R&D Lead 
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Interview  
Number 
Nationality Job Title Level Tenure 
(Year/Month) 
Business Unit Previous work 
21 Chinese Associate VP of Business Operation  Top  7 BG3 Business Operation 
22 Chinese Associate VP of Business Operation  Top 10 BG3 Owner of private firm 
23 Chinese Business Operation Middle 7 BG3 Project Lead  
24 Chinese Strategic Alliance  Middle 5 BG3 Pre-sales 
25 Chinese  Presales Operating 3.5 BG3 Project assistant  
26 Chinese Business Operation Operating 1 BG3 Customer engagement 
27 Chinese VP Top 16 BG5 Software Engineer 
28 Chinese Senior Project Manager Middle 3 BG6 Project Manager 
29 Chinese Technical Lead Operating 1 BG6 I.T. Engineer 
30 Malaysian/Chinese Business Operation Middle  4 BG6 HR 
31 Malaysian/Chinese Business Operation Middle 5 BG6 Account Manager 
32 Singaporean/Chinese HR manager  Middle 3 BG6 Project Manager 
33 Chinese Associate VP Top 12 BG7 Business Operation 
34 Chines  Sales Middle 3 BG7 Project Manager 
35 Chinese Sales  Operating  1  BG7  Accountant 
36 Chinese Market analyst Operating 0.8 SBU Market Intern 
37 Chinese  Marketing manager Middle  2 SBU Marketing  
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Table 3: Critical incidents in knowledge communication 
The type of critical incident in 
knowledge communication 
Criticality related to English 
as lingua franca 
Quotations: Description of critical incident by the HQ staff 
Producing the documents in written 
English (e.g., project briefing,  operation 
manual, presentations, sales report)  
A lack of English fluency ³Writing project report in English is an absolutely nightmare. I have to rack my brains to search the word or phrase due to my limited 
vocabulary. When starting to assemble them into sentences with right grammar, I feel already confused and exhausted about what I 
QHHGWRH[SODLQ´ (#29 Chinese). 
³Even we spent an entire week to prepare an English version of operation manual, our American team still asked for more clarity. Now, 
revising this manual began to take away our time to focus on other important issues´ (#23 Chinese). 
³With the pain of writing up a 15-page marketing report in English, I had no interest at all to mention anything else outside the work 
which was supposed to build my personal relatLRQVKLSZLWKWKH$PHULFDQVDOHV´ (#2 Chinese). 
Expressing opinions, insights and 
suggestions in spoken English 
 
 
 
Limited rhetorical skills in 
English 
³:KHQ,LQWURGXFHGRXUFRUHGHOLYHU\VHUYLFHLQ(QJOLVK,JRWWKHUHVSRQVHVVXFKDVµZKDWGR\RXPHDQE\WKLVLGHD"¶µZKDW\ou are 
trying to tell use¶DQGµSOHDVHVD\LWFOHDUO\¶you feel inferior to defend or explain your views in front of those critical native English 
VSHDNHUV´(#29 Chinese). 
³As an expert, I was invited to talk about BPO service. However, using English simply blocked lots of my insights which could be 
otherwise expressed in Chinese. I feel my competence was suddenly diminished because I could not speak English IOXHQWO\´ (#9 
Chinese).  
Understand the expression, technical 
jargons and business terms in English   
 
Difficult to find out semantic 
changes or equivalents   
³,Q&KLQHVHZHXVHH[SUHVVLRQVVXFKDVµ\RXVKRXOGGRWKLV¶RUµ\RXQHHGWRIROORZWKDW¶WRensure others that you really got a better 
solution. However, I was surprised by the reaction of my foreign FROOHDJXHZKRFRQVLGHUHGWKHVHH[SUHVVLRQVLQ(QJOLVKµUXGH¶DQG
µLQWUXVLYH¶´ (#3 Chinese). 
³We were given a task briefing which contained a quite number of technical terms nobody could explain in Chinese. When we asked 
the Australian team for the explanation, they provided us with PRUHXQIDPLOLDUWHFKQLFDOWHUPV´ (#29 Chinese). 
³:KHQSHUIRUPLQJ4$>4XDOLW\$VVHVVPHQW@IRU,7ODQJXDJHVHUYLFHZHRQO\LVVXHµHYDOXDWLRQIRUP¶RIRXUGHVLJQDWHGWUDQVODWRUV¶
work. However, our European team members refuse to adopt our practice and insist that QA from their definition should incorporate 
DQDGGLWLRQDOµHGLWLQJIRUP´ (#4 Chinese). 
The choice of English word and sentences 
for knowledge communication 
 
Challenge of explaining or 
requesting contextual 
knowledge with simple words.  
³The American sales keep on asking for a shorter and simple version of case study. However, I just do not think simple words and 
short sentence are enough to provide a detailed acFRXQWRIZKDWZHKDYHGRQHKHUH´ (#16 Chinese). 
³Most of the foreign staff in US and Australia are either experts in a particular domain or quite senior in the job title. I was very worried 
they would consider my request to explain the assigned task if my English was not written or spoken SHUIHFWO\´ (#4 Chinese).  
Facing communication style that 
FRQIOLFWHGZLWKµKXPEOH¶µIULHQGO\¶DQG
µIDFHJLYHVDYLQJ¶FRPPXQLFDWLRQFRGH 
 
 
The difference in implicit 
communication rules 
³Our culture told us that you should be humble and modest when expressing the views because there are always someone whose 
knowledge is better than yours. However, the foreign colleagues seem to like to show off what they know about the latest technology 
or global markets even it is quite basic or suSHUILFLDOIURPP\SRLQWRIYLHZ´ (#37 Chinese). 
³Things are quite different when we have cross-border meeting with the American team. Quite often, my talk was interrupted by one 
$PHULFDQFROOHDJXH¶VTXHVWLRQ7KHQDQRWKHURQHPLJKWMXPSLQDQGSRVHDQRWKHUTXHVWLRQEHIRUH,VWDUWWRDGGUHss previous question. 
It is chaotic and you feel WKH\OLNHWRDWWDFNHDFKRWKHU´ (#24 Chinese).  
³We did not to take the requirement to fill in project log seriously as we were not used to this practice. Then the American account 
manager confronted with us DQGRSHQO\FULWLFL]HGRXUGHOLYHU\ZRUNDVµSRRUO\H[HFXWHG¶LQIURQWRI%*KHDGDQGRWKHUSURMHFWWHDPV´ 
(#22 Chinese).  
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Type of critical incident in knowledge 
communication 
Criticality related to English 
as lingua franca 
Quotations: the description of critical incident by the subsidiary staff 
Requesting documents in English from the 
HQ.  
 
7KH&KLQHVHVWDII¶VORZ
English proficiency in written 
communication.  
³The case studies we got from the HQ were full of misspellings or grammatical errors. We often ended up with revising the document 
line by line over and over again before the material could be XVHGIRUWKHPDUNHWLQJSXUSRVH´ (#22 European). 
³,KDYHGLIILFXOW\FRPPXQLFDWLQJZLWKWKH&KLQHVHGHOLYHU\WHDPEHFDXVHRIWKH(QJOLVK«:KDWKDSSHQVWRPHIUHTuently is they do 
not understand what kind of information I requested, nor do I understand what they tried to tell in the report or email´ (#6 Australian). 
Understanding what the Chinese staff are 
trying to say in the meeting.  
 
7KH&KLQHVHVWDII¶VORZ
English proficiency in verbal 
communication  
³Most of their oral English is not up to the professional level. You do not know what they are saying after 1-hour meeting. That is 
really time-wasting´ (#19 European). 
³In one conference call where our potential client was involved, we were promoting our service with our best effort. But our Chinese 
SURMHFW PDQDJHUV FRXOG QRW DQVZHU WKH FOLHQW¶VTXHVWLRQ RUSDUWLFLSDWH LQ WKHGLVFXVVLRQ ZLWKSURSHU (QJOLVK :KDW ZH JRW ZDV a 
prolonged silence from the China side where most of team member might leDYHWKHPHHWLQJDOUHDG\´ (#6 Australian).  
Communicating ideas, technical jargons 
and business terms  
 
 
 
 
The difficulty of explaining 
ideas with the English that the 
non-native speakers could 
understand.  
³Sometimes I have to use different accent, speed and style of speech in order to make myself understood for the Chinese colleagues. It 
is quite weird o think I need improve my English, my mother tongue, to communicate better in a company where English is the working 
language´ (#1 Australian). 
³When topic went deeper and involved technical jargons which did not have English words to cover that. I had to stop the original 
agenda and explain every single technical term in English. As soon as I finished that difficult meeting, I instantly got 5 or 6 emails 
asking about the technicDOWHUPV,KDGH[SODLQHGEHIRUH´ (#12 American).  
³In U.S., everyone doing web design knows and complies with 20%-rule which means he or she needs to change 80% of image or 
material from other designerV¶ZRUN+RZHYHU\RXQHHGWRH[SODLQWKLVUXOHWRWKH&KLQHVHVWDIIRYHUDQGRYHUDJDLQEHFDXVHHYHU\RQH
in China seems to copy each othHU¶VZRUNZLWKRXWDQ\DZDUHQHVV´ (#10 American).  
Understand the form of English used by 
the Chinese staff  
 
 
The excessive verbosity creates 
barriers to capture the core 
message effectively.  
³It took me quite a long time to read through an email from HQ and I eventually realized that it was simply a meeting request´ (#1 
Australian).  
³We are communicating each other for the business purpose. However, it gave me an impression that the Chinese staff takes 
communicatiRQLQ(QJOLVKDVEHDXW\FRQWHVW´ (#17 European).  
Facing communication style that diverged 
IURPµIDVW¶µGLUHFW¶DQGµWDVN-RULHQWHG¶
communication code.  
 
 
The difference in implicit 
communication rules.  
 
³There were a few bugs in the testing system, but they did not let our onsite-team or customer representative know about them. Then 
3 days before the delivery date, and when they realized they could not sort out the problem themselves, they approached us and said 
µZHKDYHJRWDSUREOHP´ (#12 American).  
³,DWWHQGHGDPHHWLQJZLWKEXVLQHVVPDQDJHUVPRVWO\IURPWKH+4WRGLVFXVVWKHFRPSDQ\¶VQHZVHUYLFHVWUDWHJ\+RZHYHUWKHPHeting 
seemed to flow without any direction. Lot of things people were talking and explaining were not directly relevant to the meeting 
agenda´ (#22 European).  
³In Australian unit, I can speak out, question and suggest my colleagues including my boss without any fears. I do not see similar 
environment in HQ where I had a hard time telling project managers when they hDYHQRWGRQHWKHLUMRESURSHUO\´ (#1 Australian). 
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Table 4: The coding scheme and empirical evidence for the reported emotions.  
Type of emotion The Guiding appraisal Subjective feeling cues Expressive cues Behavioral cues Motivational cues 
ANGER: a perceived 
wrongdoing where 
blame goes to others 
and the focal individual 
has the potential to 
correct the situation 
 
Anger with the  
Chinese speaking 
HPSOR\HH¶VFRGH-
switching 
 
 
 
 
 
unpleasant state, certainty 
about the situation, high 
control potential, unfair 
treatment.  
 
 
 
³The meeting was 
conducted in English. Then 
few Chinese words popped 
up at the middle of meeting. 
Without any explanation in 
English or asking me any 
question, the meeting 
suddenly changed into a 
prolonged Chinese 
conversation. When I 
insisted an explanation, I 
was only given less than 5 
or 6 sentences to cover 
their 30-min discussion. 
That was very rude as they 
can speak English and knew 
the English was the 
language for the PHHWLQJ´ 
(Interview, #16, American) 
 
 
 
 
 
injustice, offence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
³It did not feel good at all, 
it was felt that they (i.e., 
Chinese staff) did not care 
about your opinion or even 
your physical presence in 
WKHFRPPXQLFDWLRQ´ 
(Interview, #21 European).  
 
³I do not feel it is right or 
acceptable for the HQ staff 
who break the English-only 
SROLF\WKH\KDGVHWXS´ 
(Interview, #3 Australian) 
brows lowered, square 
mouth; cutting words 
 
 
 
 
 
The facial expressions of 
American sales were 
characterized by tight 
jaws, clenched teeth, a 
clear vertical lines 
between lowered browns 
when the Webinar was 
suddenly changed into a 
Chinese conversation 
(Participant 
Observation) 
 
A chain of emails in 
Chinese was followed by 
the response from an 
Australian project 
manager with two 
capitalized words: 
³(1*/,6+3/($6(´
(Documentary Data) 
yell, hit, criticize 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One Australian 
participant walked out of 
the tele-conference, 
saying in a very strong 
WRQH³I had enough with 
WKHPVSHDNLQJ&KLQHVH´
(Participant Observation) 
 
 
 
 
³But if they do not make 
an effort to practice the 
language policy, I felt 
they might not care about 
WKHLUZRUN´ (Interview,  
#19 European) 
 
 
move against the offender 
 
 
 
 
 
 
³I just told those 
µWURXEOH-PDNHUV¶LQWKH
PHHWLQJOLNH«LI\RXJX\V
carry on speaking 
Chinese, May I ask you to 
leave this English-only 
PHHWLQJQRZ´ (Interview,  
#2 Australian) 
 
 
 
One US-based project 
lead raised his voice and 
cut off the discussion on 
the Chinese VLGH³Listen, 
JX\V,FDQ¶WFDUU\RQ
with this meeting if it is 
JRLQJWREHLQ&KLQHVH´
(Participant Observation) 
 
The meeting requests 
from the foreign 
subsidiary often 
KLJKOLJKWHG³)XOO(QJOLVK
7UDQVODWLRQ´ of 
conference call 
(Documentary Data)  
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Type of emotion The Guiding appraisal  Subjective feeling cues Expressive cues Behavioral cues Motivational cues 
RESENTMENT: 
forced engagement 
with particular 
situation  or behavior 
because of no other 
choices 
 
Resentment towards 
the Chinese managers 
for not fulfilling the 
English mandate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
unpleasant state, certainty 
about the situation, unfair 
treatment. 
 
 
³As I am new and rely on 
the Chinese team for the 
LQIRUPDWLRQWKDW,¶PQRW
aware of, LW¶VGLIILFXOWWR
tell them stick to 
(QJOLVK«,QVWHDG\RX
have to ask favor and wait 
for someone in China to 
give you that information 
in English. It was not a 
nice feeling as it puts you 
in the position of 
submission´ (Interview, 
#11 American)  
 
 
 
 
feel forced to engage with 
particular situation or 
behavior; inequity 
 
³7RXQGHUVWDQGFRPSDQ\¶V
big data service, I have to 
beg my Chinese colleagues 
speak or write in a form of 
English I can understand 
or somebody there [HQ] 
can really help me to 
XQGHUVWDQGWKHLU(QJOLVK´ 
(Interview, #8 American) 
 
³There are still some 
people [in HQ] who are the 
real experts in the service I 
am trying to promote in 
Europe. However, I FDQ¶W 
speak to them directly as 
they GRQ¶W want to speak a 
foreign language at DOO´ 
(Interview, #21, European)  
 
 
speaking in a sarcastic way; 
bitter facial expression; body 
gestures related to passive 
resistance 
 
³There is very, very few 
English-speaking staff in 
China HQ where English is 
introduced as our official 
working language. Quite 
often, they [HQ staff] 
response to my email in 
Chinese even I write to them 
LQ(QJOLVK´(Interview, #10 
American)  
 
³From an objective 
perspective, speaking 
English should make them 
look more like a real 
manager in an international 
FRPSDQ\´ (Interview, #4 
Australian) 
 
As project managers were 
talking each other in 
Chinese, their Australian 
counterparts remained silent 
and polite in the auto-
conference but occasionally 
displayed the body language 
such as stiffened face, 
crossing arms, rolling the 
eyes, looking away from the 
computer screen 
(Participant Observation) 
indirect criticism; 
render faint praise 
 
 
³The top managers are 
trying to push as much 
as English uses 
because we try to be a 
global company. My 
experience shows our 
competitors seem to 
have done better in 
terms of language 
LVVXHV´ (Interview, #22 
European) 
 
³Having to go through 
all the agonies, I think 
the corporate HR 
should seriously 
rethink its current 
hiring and promotion 
practice regarding the 
PDQDJHU¶V(QJOLVK
fluency. Otherwise, it 
will be a very big issue 
to keep our non-
&KLQHVHWDOHQWV´ 
(Interview, #21, 
European)   
 
undermine someone who 
has benefited unfairly or 
undeservedly 
 
³Quite a few managers in 
here [Australia]  reported 
to me that their Chinse 
managers are deliberately 
ignoring their requests or 
advices simply because 
WKH\FDQ¶WVSHDN&KLQHVH´ 
(Interview, #2 Australian) 
 
On internal staff forum, 
WKHZRUGVVXFKDV³GRXEOH
VWDQGDUG´³EDPERR
FHLOLQJ´³ODFNRI
FRPPLWPHQW´ were posted 
by the anonymous foreign 
staff to comment the 
&KLQHVHPDQDJHUV¶VWance 
towards the English 
mandate (Documentary 
Data)  
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Type of Emotion The Guiding Appraisal Subjective feeling cues Expressive cues Behavior cues  Motivational cues 
FRUSTRATION: a 
failure at something for 
which success is 
expected, but the exact 
cause for the failure is 
unknown 
 
Frustration with the 
Chinese-speaking 
HPSOR\HHV¶
communication style 
that affects the 
expected efficiency of 
communication via 
language 
standardization 
 
unpleasant state, 
uncertainty about the 
situation, a failure at 
something for which 
success is expected. 
 
 
³When suggesting a 
project schedule, we often 
get a vague response 
which I cannot tell is a 
µ<HV¶ or a µ1R¶ We might 
think of it as a µ<HV¶ as 
none of the Chinese team 
members opposed the 
proposal but then the 
Chinese side do not follow 
the agreed plan. They tell 
us they interpreted the 
original timetable in a 
totally different way. That 
is quite frustrating as it 
causes the issues we are 
not prepared to deal 
ZLWK´ (Interview, #20 
European) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
feeling constrained or 
blocked by an obstacle; 
feeling tense 
 
 
 
 
³For us, it is a fun to 
create and share new ideas 
with a brainstorm. But the 
Chinese colleagues seem 
never show any real 
interest in doing this. And 
what is more irritating is 
they do want to tell you 
ZK\´ (Interview, #14 
American) 
 
³In some conference calls 
where our potential clients 
are involved, we are 
promoting the delivery 
team with best effort. But 
our Chinese project 
managers did not talk too 
much or answer the 
FOLHQW¶VTXHVWLRQV:HHYHQ
do not know if they are still 
with us or on the phone at 
all. It makes you think why 
am I working on this 
WHDP"´ (Interview, #6 
Australian) 
brows lowered; blaming 
others for goal-
inconsistent outcome 
 
 
 
Despite the several 
requests, one Chinese 
project manager still did 
not tell the key selling 
point of the Testing 
service. The Australian 
sales directors appear 
quite disappointed with 
brows lowered and a few 
excessive breath 
(Participant Observation) 
 
³As their deadline is not 
real, proposed time is not 
specific, and things are not 
updated on time, working 
with Chinese teams is 
always like a fire-ILJKWLQJ´ 
(Interview, #19 European)    
exert effort 
 
 
 
 
 
³I had constantly told our 
sales team in HQ that our 
client has no time to digest 
too much information and 
VXJJHVWHGµ60$57¶
principle ±specific, 
manageable, actionable, 
result-oriented and time-
bounded² to organize the 
content. Still, they sent you 
very wordy PowerPoints 
that take ages to get to the 
SRLQWV´ (Interview, #1 
Australian) 
 
³In our culture, people 
tend to express their views 
even in front of their boss. 
On the other way around, 
the manager can express 
their opinions by saying 
µ\RXQHHGWRLPSURYHWKLV
RUWKDW¶,WLVDWZR-way 
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ« I have 
not got similar feedback 
from my Chinese 
managers or teammates 
even I have made explicit 
UHTXHVWV´ (Interview, #17 
European) 
want to overcome the 
barriers 
 
 
 
 
³Well, there is some 
differences of Chinese way 
to express certain things. 
But unless they [HQ staff] 
are willing to share their 
concerns with us, the 
communication problems 
are still there and affect 
the PRUDOHRQERWKVLGHV´ 
(Interview, #1 Australian) 
 
In one staff survey, the 
subsidiary employees 
requested the corporate 
HR to organize more 
cross-cultural training 
sessions to help them 
understand the way the 
information is 
communicated in HQs 
(Documentary Data) 
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Type of Emotion The Guiding appraisal Subjective feeling cues Expressive cues Behavior cues  Motivational cues 
SHAME: failing to 
perform a specific 
behavior in a social 
context 
 
 
 
Shame about language 
skills in front of native 
or near-native English 
speakers.  
unpleasant state, less 
certain about the situation, 
self-unworthy, failure of 
performing a specific 
behavior in social context. 
 
³In the middle of tele-
conference, I did not catch 
up two long sentences 
spoken by an American 
sale. I was little bit 
embarrassed of asking for 
clarity. Because of this 
mistake, I messed up the 
rest of meeting. I felt so 
humiliated in front of my 
boss who trusted me to do 
the translation´ 
(Interview, #36 Chinese) 
 
 
 
 
self-unworthy, small; 
being ridiculed 
 
 
 
 
 
³And when I tried to 
express myself in English, 
you got the responses like 
µZKDWGR\RXPHDQE\WKLV
RUWKDW¶µKRZGLG\RXJHW
WKDWUHVXOW¶RUZKDWDUH
\RXWU\LQJWRWHOOXV¶7KH\
make you feel useless and 
VWXSLG´ (Interview, #29 
Chinese)  
 
³Sometimes I hate myself 
for not having put enough 
effort and time in studying 
English in the university. 
Now, my poor English 
becomes my biggest 
embarrassment I try to 
hide in the company. But I 
FDQ¶WEODPHothers but 
P\VHOI´ (Interview, #13 
Chinese) 
 
 
head and gaze down 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In one tele-conference, one 
Chinese sales assistant 
reacted his American 
PDQDJHU¶VFULWLFLVPRQ
poor English expression 
with heads down, slumped 
shoulder and narrowed 
chest. After the meeting, 
several Chinese marketing 
colleagues still talked 
about this incident at the 
back of that Chinese sales 
assistant, who remained 
silent for the rest of the 
day (Participant 
Observation)  
 
 
 
 
 
withdraw, conceal, submit 
 
 
 
 
 
³As a Chinese saying 
JRHVµWKHPRUH\RXWRXFK
things up, the darker they 
JHW¶,FDQ¶WXVHYHU\JRRG
English to explain the 
thing [for the foreign 
colleagues], the best way 
to avoid embarrassment in 
the meeting is to speak less 
or agree whatever they 
have discussed.´ 
(Interview, #23 Chinese) 
get self out of sight 
 
 
 
 
 
 
³Whenever possible, I try 
to avoid any contacts with 
that American sales 
GLUHFWRUDQGKLVWHDP«,W
is very difficult to let that 
feelings go.  Simply seeing 
his name in the email list 
reminds me of that 
humiliating scene where 
he criticised my poor 
English in front of others´ 
(Interview, #15 Chinese) 
 
To reduce anxiety and 
embarrassment in using 
English, one training 
manual encourages the 
Chinese staff use short and 
simple English. It also 
listed the core differences 
between English and 
English for Business 
Communication 
(Documentary Data).  
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Type of Emotion The Guiding Appraisal Subjective Feeling Cues Expressive Cues  Behavioral Cues Motivational Cues 
INDEBTEDNESS: an 
uneasy feeling of 
obligation to repay 
another raising from 
norm of reciprocity 
 
Feeling indebted by the 
asymmetric exchange 
relationship in 
knowledge 
communication with 
English speaking 
colleagues 
unpleasant state;  certainty, 
low control situation, an 
uneasy obligation to repay 
another arising from norm 
of reciprocity 
 
³I contacted Anna in 
Europe for a case study on 
machine translation. She 
was very nice and 
provided me with the 
relevant material very 
quickly. One month later, 
she kindly helped me with 
another case study. 
However, just a few weeks 
ago, I needed some 
materials from her team 
again. I really felt very 
uncomfortable to bother 
her again as I have not 
helped her with any 
documents. I felt I owned 
too much debt to her´ 
(Interview, #10 Chinese) 
 
 
 
 
discomfort, uneasiness; 
feeling high expectation of 
repaying from the benefactor 
 
 
 
³When preparing the 
English version of marketing 
material for our consulting 
service, I need to contact 
Charlotte team in US where 
the documents are more 
well-written and recent. But 
it is not a nice feeling when 
you ask for favor all the 
WLPH´ (Interview, #16 
Chinese)  
 
 
 
 
µ$VZHGRQ¶WKDYHVLPLODU
documents that might help 
the Australian team, you feel 
you have not fulfilled your 
duty in the exchange. This 
feeling makes me reluctant 
ask for further information 
until I get a really useful 
LQIRUPDWLRQIRUWKHP¶
(Interview, #9 Chinese) 
 
talking about 
µLQGHEWedness¶; 
µUHSD\LQJIDYRU¶ 
 
³You will be accused of 
µ%X<DR/LDQ¶LHGR
QRWFDUHDERXWRQH¶VRU
RWKHU¶VIDFHRUµ0HL
;LQ*DQJ¶LHEODFN
heart), as you only think 
of your work or project 
without considering how 
much trouble you 
brought for others [to 
get the information for 
you] and how to 
compensate them´ 
(Interview, #11 Chinese)  
 
In one training session, 
a Chinese sales 
manager shared his 
communication 
experience with his 
Chinese colleagues by 
VD\LQJ³FUHDWLQJ
VRPHWKLQJ´to share 
with foreign sales forces 
on regular basis, do not 
give them an impression 
RQFH³the information is 
obtained, you just 
ZDONHGDZD\´ 
(Participant 
Observation 
stop asking for help 
 
 
 
 
 
³(YHQ,JRWDµWKLFNVNLQ¶, I 
would ask for more 
information. Why they [the 
foreign colleagues] 
continuously help you if 
you just take but not give 
VRPHWKLQJEDFN´ 
(Interview, #9 Chinese)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
terminate, get away from 
uncomfortable obligation 
 
 
 
³Well, what I know is all 
about software testing and 
maintaining which has 
little technical value for 
Ben (i.e., a US-based I.T. 
consultant). I feel if I 
continue asking for his 
advice, I will never be able 
to return similar IDYRU´ 
(Interview, #28 Chinese)  
 
³My American colleagues 
are very helpful with my 
inquiry about Cloud 
computing, the service I 
am quite interested. With 
the time goes on, I feel less 
willing to ask for their 
advice because I do not 
know when I am able to 
KHOSWKHP´ (Interview, #5 
Chinese) 
Note: Emotion appraisals and cues are based on Roseman et al. (2011), Lazarus (1991), Ellsworth & Scherer (2003), Feather & Sherman (2002), Smith & Kim 
(2007), Neu (2009), Tangney et al. (1996), Watkins et al. (2006).  
